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Fayette County Bars Two From Seats On Court
Vensons Hurt In Auto
Crash On Penn. Pike
Dr. and Mrs. R. Q. Vensoni
and three other passengers in
their car were hurt last Friday
afternoon while en route to De-
troit from New York City. The
sylvt Turnpike near Newacci 
occurred on the Penn-
Stanton Pa.
Contacted in Detroit on Mon.
day at the home of Dr. Quincy
Johnson, Dr. Venson gave an
account of the collision.
He said his sister-in-law, Miss
Suvella Horton of 1503 S. Park-
way east, was driving about 40
miles an hour, and all others
were asleep when she went
around a curve and struck the
rear of a car which h a d al-
ready collided with the one in
front of it.
Dr. Venson said that his head
struck and shattered the wind-
shield and his tongue was cut
Also riding in the car and
slightly injured were Jerethell
Nelson and Pamela Venson.
"I don't see how we got out
of it," Dr. Venson said. "We
struck with such force that the
engine was driven back into the
car."
After being carried to the
Mt. Pleasant hospital near
Greenberg, Pa., for treatment,
the party went to Pittsburgh
by taxi.
Dr. Venson said the workers
on the highway were responsi-
ble for the accent which oc-
curred at the evening heavy
traffic hour. He said they were
taking up caution signs in one
lane without warning traffic
entering the curve. Other mo-
torists were involved in acci-
dents at the same spot, he said,
as they were being carried to
requiring eight stitches in it. the hospital.
Mrs. Venson, he said, was cut He said he and members of
on the leg by a shell purse the family will return to Mem-
that she was carrying. phis on Friday of this week.
Memphian Takes Course
For Volunteer Corpsmen
Ernest Hardin of Memphis is
now being trained to teach
children whose educational
growth has been stunted by
poverty.
As a volunteer for the Na-
tional Teacher Corps, Mr. Har-
din is enrolled in the pre-serv-
ice program conducted by In-
diana State university at Terre
Haute, one of 44 colleges and
universities across the country
currently training 1,600 corps-
men.
After a summer of study and
field work, Mr. Hardin is to be
assigned in the fall to a local
school in the low-income area.
As an intern teacher, he will
work as a member of the Na-
tional Teacher Corps team un-
der the supervision of an ex-
perienced teacher and the local
school principal.
Teacher Corpsmen are study-
ing the problems of the cultur-
ally deprived child and are re-
ceiving special instruction on
methods and materials particu-
larly suited for teaching these
children.
A graduate of LeAloyne col-
lege, Mr. Hardin is also study-
ing toward a master's degre in
teacher certification.
The ghetto school and the iso-
lated schools of the rural poor,
are now bearing the brunt of
the nation's acute shortage of
teachers. The purpose of the
National Teachers' Corps is to
encourage college graduates to
prepare for careers teaching
disadvantaged children in city
slums, in pockets of rural pov-
erty and on Indian reservations.
The National Teacher Corps
was established by Act of Con-
gress last year as part of the
Higher Education Act.
Arresting The Innocent
Did a 17-year-old youth confess that he and three com-
panions murdered a 57 year old comb salesman on July 11 in
a rooming house at 3901/2 Main street, and then when the real
culprits were found proceed to lie on the police department
and say he had admitted he killed the victim only after the
officers "beat me half to death"?
Those questions begged for an answer despite an emphatic
denial by Police Chief J. C. MacDonald that no hand was laid
upon the youth to admit to the crime.
Richard J. Puiyear, 18, who had been living at 582 Her-
nando st. before his arrest, however, was held in jail "as a
burglar" when it was established that three other youths, Jerry
Thomas Ricks. 20, of 684 S. Fifth; Crawford Gooch, 18, of 693
S. Fifth, and Fred Ingram, Jr., 19, of 883 S.- Fifth, were the
ones responsible fcr the murder of Robert Key Schaff, 57.
A reporter for the 'Fri-State Defender attempted to con-
tact Pury..ar but was told that he was being given a "suspend-
ed sentence" for the burglary charges, and had been turned
over to Zuvenile Court.
CheckIng Juvenile Court, he found that its officers had
carried Puryear to Sommerville and turned him over to Juve-
nile officers in that city. It is said that Puryear has never
been in trouble with the law before, and that he is mentally
retarded.
Hugh Stanton. Public Defender, said that he had Puryear
examined to determine if he had been beaten, but he found
no marks on him.
When seen by Mrs. Hazel Puryear, his mother, on tele-
vision, the youth's face, she said, appeared to have been
swollen.
The Memphis Police Department did not reveal why it
continued the investigation of the case after announcing that
Puryear and his three companions were the killers, or why it
was not revealed that they were innocent until others were
arrested and charged.
The failure of the Memphis Police department to make
arrests in other mere sensational murders in which there have
been no solutions has brought pressure upon officers.
However, in the case of some Negroes being killed by
Negroes, no such haste is seen.
When a Negro woman was shot to death last January on
the steps of Progressive Baptist church on Vance ave., and
her children called officers and told them on Sunday that they
had a pictur4 of the slayer, they said they were told that
someone witufd get it on Monday
In the meantime, the killer walked through Church Park
over to Beale Street and made his getaway on a Memphis
Transit tus.
He then went to West Memphis, left town, returned and
welned the streets of Memphis as long as he wanted to, and
then boarded a bus' and traveled as long as he wished before
surrendering to police in Pittsburgh
SEEKS BEAUTY TITLE —
Miss Dorothy Cox, product
of Melrose High School, will
enter the national spotlight
this week. She is competing
for the national beauty title
of "Miss America of
Elkodm". She has already
won the "Miss Memphis",
and the "Miss Tennessee"
titles. Miss C o x will be
competing against girls
from all over the United
States and Canada for the
national crown. A special
party in her behalf is being
given Friday night, at 9
p.m. at the Elks' Rober R.
Church Lounge, 339 Beale
Street. The public is invited.
Little League Managers
Are Honored At Banquet
Commissioner James W.
Moore, a former major league
baseball player and winner in
the recent election as a mem-
ber of the Shelby County Court,
was guest speaker last Thurs-
day night at the WDIA Little
League Managers' banquet held
at the Sheraton Motor Inn.
The banquet was sponsored
by Radio Station WDIA, and
trophies were presented to
managers In the junior, senior
and major leagues, with Elmer
Henderson of the Memphis
Park Commission making the
awards.
In his brief and informal
speech, Commissioner Moore
told the gathering that he was
still interested in all phases of
sports, and that coaches have
more enjoyment in the sports
than the boys.
Commissioner Moore told a
few experiences that he had
while in the major league, and
predicted that some of the
managers at the banquet would
have players to sign, major
league contracts within the next
few years.
Trophies were awarded in
three divisions to the winning
manager and the runner-up.
H. M. "Scout" Carnes was the
junior winner, with Walter Ear-
ris the runner-up. Robert
Shores was senior winner, with
Prince Wilkins as runner-up
Cecil Boyd was the winner in
the major teague. and John
Herring the runner-up. Mr.
Boyd also received the trophy
as "Manager of the Year."
Bert Ferguson, vice presi-
dent and general manager of
WDIA, told the guests that the
banquet was the first annual
dinner that the station would
continue for league managers.
Other speakers were Frank
Armstrong. assistant sales
manager for the station; A. C.
Williams, public relations di-
rector of WDIA, who introduced
the speaker, and Mrs. Mettle
Cash Smith, who is active in
the Girls League, and with the
Memphis Park C,ommission.•
7•••••
COOPER PARKS HERBERT BONNE,
Young TSD Girl Carrier ,
Drowns In Mississippi
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
The little girl was a carrier
for this newspaper, the Tri-
State Defsnder. A,nd even at the
tender age of eight years, she
had attracted attention with the
sweetness and friendliness of
her disposition. She had been
promoted to the third grade at
Leath School. and her teachers
liked her.
Thursday of last week, Au-
gust 11, she disappeared in the
swirling waters of the Missis-
sippi River. Her body had not
been recovered at this writing.
She was Annie Marie Banks.
of 388 Hernando Street. Her
grief-stricken mother, Mrs.
Bessie Banks, was almost pros-
trate as she awaited news of
the fate of her youngest child,
Ann Marie was the sister of
three brothers and two sisters.
On the afternoon of the trag-
edy, she and several children
had followed some boys to a
swimming spot just below Tom
Lee Park on the Mississippi
River. The boys were swim-
ming in the river. Her brother.
Freddie, 11, was also swimming
in the shallow water. Ann Marie
decided to join them.
According to the report given
by Freddie and the other chil-
dren, Ann Marie strayed out
too far in the treacherous wa-
ters. She fell into a swift cur-
rent. They saw her being swept
away by the current. They say
she went down once ... came
up once. Then went down again.
Her brother, Freddie, tried to
rescue her but could not. The
Injunction Sought By
Pair Elected Aug. 4
Two Negroes elected to the
Fayette County Quarterly Court
in the recent election have been
informed they will not be seat-
ed as representatives of District
10, where they won out over
two white opponents.
The two men are Herbert
Bonner, a 42-year-old farmer,
who was top man with 297
votes, and Cooper Parks, 40, a
merchant, who received 277
votes. The whites in the race,
F. S. Dunn, got 212 votes, and
W. J. Frazier received 199.
Both men received letters
last Saturday from the Fayette
County Election Commission
stating that they would not be
seated. Mr. Bonner was told
that the reason for his not be-
ing seated was that he had been
declared infamous, arising out
of a conviction for petty lar-
ceny back in 1942, and for
which he served six months in
the county jail.
Ironically, the warrant for
Mr. Bonner's arrest at the time
was signed by Mr. Dunn as
magistrate, one of the two men
, defeated in the recent election,
' and who has served in the of-
fice for 30 years.
Mr. Parks said that he served
59 days in the penal farm in
1963 after having pleaded guilty
ANN MARIE BANJO
last her companions saw of her
she was being swept dowo the
river.
Police and other rescue
groups were searching for her
body over the past week-end. At




Funeral services were held
Friday. Aug. 12, for one of
Memphis' and the Mid-South's
most outstanding women reli-
gious leaders. She was Mrs. Es-
telle J. Campbell, first lady
emeritus of St. Stephen Baptist
Church.
Mrs. Campbell was the widow
of the nationally-famed Baptist
leader, the late Rev. J. L.
Campbell, long-time pastor of
St. Stephen, and the mother of
Floyd Campbell, long-time prin-
cipal of Melrose High school.
She was the first of four chil-
dren of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Aaron P. Jones, and was born
in Whitehaven, Tennessee.
After her marriage to Rev.
Campbell, she came to St.
Stephen Baptist Church in 1910
when her husband was called
to its pastorate. She partici-
pated in many phases of the
church program and was a
dedicated teacher of the Rebec-
ca Sunday School Class.
Mrs. Campbell received her
education at LeMoyne Normal
Institute and Lane College in
Jackson, Tenn.
She was one of the organizers
of the Retired Teachers Asso-
ciation, a member of the Board
of Trustees of Lelia Walker
club, a former president of the
Ruth Circle Federated Clubs,
the Ministers' Wives Auxiliary
of the Friendship District Bap-
tist Association, the City Beau-
tiful Commission, Twenty-Sixth
Ward Club, and the Delta
Mothers' club.
Aside from her son, Floyd M.
Campbell, her survivors include
a grandson, Jesse L. Campbell;
a daughter-in-law, Mrs. Mimi
Campbell; a sister, Mrs. Etta
J. Drake; a brother, A. P
Jones; a niece, Mrs. Booker T.
Coston, and a godchild, Mrs.
Isabell W. Scott
The funeral eulogy was de-
livered by Rev. 0. C. Crivens.





"The Negro Woman" is the
subject of the entire issue of
Ebony Magazine for the month
of August.
In a statement at the begin-
ning of the magazine, John H.
Johnson, the publisher, says the
Negro woman has a heritage
that must not be lost sight of.
"No one seems truly to ap-
preciate the tremendous task
she has accomplished in bring-
ing the Negro to the position
be is in today — a minority on
the threshold of finally becom-
ing full and equal citizens of
these United States," he wrote.
The magazine features the
Negro women in politics, the
armed forces, the arts, society.
and other occupations.
A former Memphian a e d
graduate of LeMoyee college,
Dr. C. Eric Lincohi, is the au-
thor of one article, "A Look Be--
yond the Matriarchy.')
to a charge of violating the
liquor law, but that he was not
declared infamous at the time.
Both men said they were pre-
pared this week to go into court
and ask for an injunction to
have the Election Commission
certify them to the posts for
which they were elected.
Mr. Bonner contends that he
was a child at the time that
he was convicted, and a Ten-
nessee law exempts children
from being rendered infamous
by the court in which they
were tried.
Both men say they were per-
mitted to register and vote in
previous elections, and that
would not have been allowed if
they were not eligible to run
for office. The same statute de-
claring a person infamous res
stricts him from voting.
Mr. Bonner is the director of
the West Tennessee Voters
Project.
Five other Negroes elected to
the Fayette County Quarterly
Court have been certified.
They are Charlie Minor, Dis-
trict. 3; Mrs. Geraldine John-
son, District 5; Sherman' Perry
and Mrs. Gladys Allen, District
7, and William Hayslett, Dis-
trict 9.
Killing Is Blamed On
Argument About TV Set
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
Both the women were friends.
They usually met on week-ends
to party with their friends at
each other's residences. But
Monday of last week things
went wrong. An argument fol-
lowed a suggestion. It ended
with one of the friends lying
mortally wounded in the other's
front yard, and' with the hus-
band of the woman who did the
stabbing seriously wounded by
his wife. Members of the party,
friends and neighbors stood
around in astonishment.
That was the over-all picture
surrounding the fatal stabbing
of Mrs. Georgia Miller, 50, of
510 Wicks. She was killed by
her friend, Mrs. Effie Mae Tay-
lor of 644 Stephens. The slaying
occurred at the Stephens Street
address.
Members of Mrs. Taylor's
family, including her husband,
were unwilling to talk about the
affair. When asked about the
events leading up to the stab-
bing they said they would rath-
er not say anything, and would
leave any comments that might
be made to Mrs. Taylor. At the
time Mrs. Taylor, out on bond,
following her arrest, was away
at work on her job as a maid
for a local family.
Reportedly the stabbing came
as a result of a drinking party.
in which the participants had
been engaged most of the day.
When money for more liquor
ran out, Mrs. Miller, allegedly
suggested that Mrs. Taylor
pawn her large-screen televi-
sion set for money with which
to buy the drinks. Mrs. Taylor
refused. An argument followed.
Mrs. Taylor allegedly picked
up a butcher knife and attacked
her husband, stabbing him in
the lower abdomen. She then
turned on Mrs. Miller and
stabbed her in the chest. Mrs.
Miller ran out of the house and
fell on an adjacent lawn. She
lay there about thirty minutes
before an ambulance came. She
died, it is believed, enroute to
the hospital. While she lay on
the lawn, Mrs. Taylor, accord-
ing to sidewalk witnesses,
stated that she ,"was tired of
being run over in her own
home".
Mrs. Miller. widow of a serv-




A former Memphian has been
selected as the pastor of the
Residence Evangelical United
Brethren church in Dayton,
Ohio.
He is Rev. Frederick Heath,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Heath Sr., of 323 W. Fields at.,
Memphis.
The appointment of the 28-
year-old clergyman was an-
nounced by Bishop Paul M.
Herrick and Dr. W. K. Mess-
mer, superintendent of t h e
Ohio-Miami Conference of the
EUB Church. The church has
150 white members.
Mr. Heath began full-time
leadership of the Residence
Park church on Aug. 1. He had
been there on a part-time basis
since July 1. following his res-
ignation from t h e Wayside
Chapel in Dayton.
Rev. Heath is an ordained
Baptist minister and affiliated'
with the National Baptist Con-
vention USA, Inc. He was a
member of Central Baptist
church of Memphis.
He is a graduate of filber-
force University, class of 1959,
and from Payne Theological
Seminary. Currently he is doing
graduate study at the Univer-
sity of Dayton.
During the past two years he
taught at the Edison School in
Dayton, while conducting his
pastorate at Wayside.
Dr. Messmer said Rev. Heath
is the "Negro minister in mod-
ern times. Denominational pol-
icy has been to admit and wel-
come members, regardless of
race. Hopefully churches will
minister to changing communi-
ties, and thereby what has
been a national policy can be
fulfilled."
The Residence Park congre-
gation he said, had requested
a Negro minister because it felt
this was the future.
"Since this was the predom-
inant makeup of the commu-
nity," the district superintend-
ent explained, "the church's of-
ficial body communicated their
desire to appoint a Negro pas-
tor. As many white people as
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it should be, became God treat- to make 'l-
ed Negroes to serve_
"But suppose God is black."
I replied. -What if we go to Russia Pk king
Heaven and we, all our byes.
have tleated 
the
Negro as an On Jews AgMirka and God is there, and
we leek sp and Be is not white?
What then is ear response?".
add, "There was as,
assior.-ody silence."
We. Mr. Kennedy might also
consider the fact that God may
not be any color. And on that
basis He won't be inclined to
amn
MOSCOW - (UPI) - For the
firta timeMmm the maim ed
Mita S. latrushchev. a Ras-
is Jew has been reported see-
tementlio death for "economic
crime." a newspaper said.
The peer. Teed. said M. La-
barge*, 43, was essrvieted and
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accompany hi in before the unexpected revival Of the -spec-
Judgment seat. Web= trials- of the Ihrusb-
Mr. Kennedy went on to de- chev era'
scribe apartheid . . . racial seg-
regation . in the Union of
South Africa . . . viten Were
are three million whites, twelve
blacks, and two million Indian
and "colored" ( mixed-blood)
people. Apartheid permits the
white minority to dominate and
exploit the non-white majority
completely.










M EBONY Magazine Special Issue Mout Her Life
Her Fears, Her Mystique, /ler Goals
Don't miss this in-depth study—More than 15
articles and features including:
THE NEGRO WOMAN IN A WHITE WORLD
THE NEGRO BACHELOR GIRL
PROBLEMS OF THE WOMAN MTELLECTOAL
SEXUAL REVOLUTION An THE NEGRO WWI
THE NEGRO WOMAN IN POLITICS. ENTEITJUWEIT
NEW NEGRO WOMAN IN THE SOUTH
THE CUMIN NEGRO FAMILY
Plus a host of other top articles and Malan*
AUGUST EBONY ON SALE NOM
1, 
Africa:
"Yon cannot participate in
the political process, and you
cannot vide.
"You are restricted to jobs
for which no whites are avail-
able.
"Your wages are from 10 to
40 per cent of those paid a
white man for equivalent work.
-You are forbidden to own
land except in one small area.
"You live with your family
only if the government ap-
proves.
"The government will spend
one-tenth as much to educate
your child as it spends to edu-
cate a white child.
"You are, by law, an inferior
from birth to death.
"You are totally segregated,
even at most church services.
That's "apartheid" . . seg-
regation as practiced in Africa
. the native home of the
black man. A white "minority"
is doing all that to a black
"majority". Man, where's the
"black power."
Smug. God is Nock? Wadi
it smatter . . . if it wail trod,
Gee
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Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? TOW CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
111 i tbe order bleak today, aid start tke Oefeoder coming to you 
weekly.
MR NAME  Notber's rime
Address 
hese ember
Nail to: TII-STATE DEFENDER 236 Soria Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
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WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS. . .
EYE THESE BARGAINS TODAY!
Consists of 
e
1 Lb. Si iced ei 19
VARIETY 
PACKEtct L SlL oocz,e
CHOPPED SIRLOIN Choice. .Per Lb. 15C
•
CUBED STEAKS Choice. .Per Lb. 91





RIB STEAK H 
U e.aS.
try Ste e cer' Beef Lb. 89C
BEEF TONGUES • WeIFI rTesrhiref% ed Lb- 55'









SIRLOIN I./. 89'USDA Choice
Heavy Steer T BONE _ Lb:. 99c
Beef
PORTERHOUSE&1!!: 
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EA GPardE.PP0ERS  tA.
HONEYSUCKLE
". rown 
MOTOR OIL Spec* Le(be6 LI" Quart 22C
143 PAT al(Pi 
(6 Limit)




WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT (WANT TIES
1378 HOLLYWOOD 4321 SUMMER
3511 PARK 973 SO THIRD
1578 LAMAR 3362 SUMMER
3384 NO. THOMAS (In Frazier-Hiway 51 North)
AUGUST 20, 1966
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SOMEONE TO TAKE OVER
REPOSSESSED MERCHANDISE
Ask to get on our waifing.list
YOUR CHANCE TO SAVE BIG!
ITEM DUE PAY
I MIDTOWN 1200 UNION
PRICE MONTH
G.E. REFRIGERATOR
2-doer comb. heel. •ood
HOTPOINT REFRIGERATOR
2.Ooor comb , seed buy .....
21-IN. TABLE MODEL TV







14-PT. CUSTOM REFRIG. 
p239 513"New display 111.1 model 
NEW G E. AIR COND. 0198 $500
sp ay nIdels, as low as 
Close Out Prices On All
Bar-11-Q Grills and Lawn Furniture
El SOUTH-1169 S. THIRD
PRICE MONTH.
G.E. AUTO. WASHER p159 $900D'fblAy Tootle% wth trade ......
Drum GI. DISHWASHER 
mods!. "AMID 
Ai im0 $1 100diteleV 
r•d. DOM 
74-FT, G.E. 2-DR. REFRIG 
Display model, with trade  
G.E. AIR CONDITIONERS
Cr'r to i,ll, m crate, 14,500 btu I
GE AIR CONDITIONER
5.500 btu 's orly 1 to tell  
19-IN. G.E. 'TV, Free Stand





21-IN COLOR G.E. TV
F•anch nre,;nciol wrd.',114549 s2000
only 1 to mil. With Orris 
G.E. VACUUM CLEANER st39 5500
's ONLY 3 TO SELL
23.1N. G.E. CONSOLE TV $169 $10"Used, very iii tot 
16,FT. 7RIGIDAIRE REF.-FREEZER
DOUBLE DOOR-VERY NICE
21" CONSOLE T.V. NEW PICTURE
TUBE
36" USED GAS RANGE







Most all sires, Blacks and
Whites. Semi you cannot 
S2 TO $8tell fromNew. Fully Guaran-
teed.
NO MONEY DOWN EASY TERMS
GOOD
fl MIDTOWN 
1200 UNION at BELLEVUE
PH. 275.1155-278-2600




1169 Third at Alci-emorc
PHONE 142-2401
nea i 1.1 a pt.
'aro%
'UPWARD BO( ND' PROJ-
ECT — The Government.
sponsored Upward Bound
project, a program de-
signed to motivate high
school students, closed out
its summer session Satur-
with a picnic. Forty-eight
students from Carver and
Booker T. Washington par-
ticipated. Faculty - staff
members, tutors a n d stu-
dents are pictured. here in
front of Bruce Hail on the
college campus. A student
and faculty-staff members
are on front row. Left to
right: Toni Hooker (stu-
dent), Mrs. Bess Twaddle
of White Station High, Mrs.
Bee Jay Freeman of B. T.
Washington, Mrs. Dorothy
Evans of Hamilton High,
Willie E. Johnson, acting di-
rector, of Douglass High:





'Upward Bound' Project For 48
Students C
The summer session of the
TIns Government-sponsored Upward
Bound program at LeMoyne
college ended Saturday for 48
a high school students from Car-
ver and Booker T. Washington.
ape The project will be resumed
tem at the beginning of the regularalam Ischool season in September
with the 48 eleventh graders at-
tending Saturday sessions at
the college, according to Willie
E. Johnson, the acting director.
"I would term this project a
success," said Mr. Johnson, a
-„ city school teacher.
Three Government consu 1-
tants who observed the Le-
of Douglass High; Clifford
Stockton of Carver High,
and Earl Ingram of Caple-
vile High. John Whittaker
of LeMoyne, another faculty
member, is not pictured.
Lotting Moves Office
Atty. A. A. Latting has an-
nounced the removal of his law
office to 850 S. Wellington St.,
three doors South of Crump
blvd.
For a number Of years, Atty.






Gin on the rocks?
Make it perfect
Seagram's Extra Dry/ the perfect martini gin
'WILMS COMPANY, 1.11 . 99 DROOC DISTILLED OH GIN FRON IMTNICAll GRAM
Pat* 3
ness "Skin of Our Teeth' and
were taken on a river cruise
aboard the Memphis Queen.
Toward the latter part of the
summer, the students were giv-
en special classes in modern
dance.
Faculty for the project was
composed of the acting director.
Mr. Johnson; a guidance coun-
selor, Mrs. Emma Tom John-
son; six teachers, Mrs. Dorothy
B. Evans, Mrs. Blondell J.
Freeman, Earl Vaughn Ingram.
Clifford Stockton, Mrs. Bess C.
Twaddle and John Whittaker,
and two consultants, Miss Ro-
berta Ratcliffe and William H.
Sweet,
Six LeMoyne college students
served as tutors. They were
Dianne Evans, Anita Coburn,
Anita Curry, Dennis Hayes, Ar-
thur Roberson and James Phil-
lips.
onsiclered Successful
Moyne program this summer
also were pleased with the re-
sults.
Upward Bound's chief aim is
to motivate high school students
who are non-achievers and who
have little hope of attending
college.
No academic pressures were
involved in the program and no
grades were give n. Classes
were small, eight to a class,
providing "a tremendous
amount of individual attention
and student participation," Mr.
Johnson said.
The students were given $10
a week and bus fare during the
summer session. Two meals a
day also were provided. During
the regular school season they
will receive $5 a week and bus
fare.
English. social studies a n d
mathematics were included in
the summer study. Several
field trips were made possible
for the 48 participating stu-
dents. They visited the Museum
the Memphis Publishing com-
pany, the Metropolitan Airport
where they were treated t o
lunch, the Paramount Theatre
to see "Sound of Music," Divi-
sion three of Criminal Court,
the Front Street Theatre to wit-
Drip. Drip. Drip. Drip.
One of the great principles of saving.
In most cases the man who does best at saving is the one who puts money
aside regularly, a drop at a time, without missing a single payday. 0 You'll
find this easier to do when you have an interest-paying savings account at
First National Bank! By saving where—and when—you bank, nothing gets
between you and that urge to save; or interrupts the steady growth of your
nestegg. 0 When should you start? Right now!
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS
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READY TO TRAVEL —
Dr C. t. Irerkeadelt, presi-
dent it Lane adage at
tackles. Team. and Mrs.
Cirteswiell are sees leaking
at their peseperts jest be-
fore Inewing bet week en
mate le Pads, lemma, and
a mar at Bertha. Brum&
and the Netberlasit before
arriving in Landes as ta-
gust 16 far tbe Illatbi Meth-
*dist Canlienses In be MY
there Anima rT-21. Dr.
Excelsior Chapter OEOS
Holds Its 85th Session
1111ebenall Is as allkial
delagnee keen the Minim
Methedlist lipiessrd Onreb
te die meeting. bald every
lit years. The lest sreeting




The Excelsior Grand Chapter awarded to young peopl
e. as a At Mt. Pisgah
4 the older tee Eaestimi part of the chapter's 
education-
Annual Women'l Day will be
Star. Tennessee isariedbetiem, I 
a/ work. 
observed an Sunday. Amine II,
held he IWO lima= at the at the Mt Pisgah Baptist
Greater anti Baptist church
at 1111111 S. Wellington st. Alia Two Speakers At
utt rch. 3636 Weaver rd.. in a celebrated on Sunday. Aug. n,
,rogram to start at 2 30 p.m. at the Ward Chapel AME churda
at 1.125 S. Parkway East, and!
Greater Opn Door The guest speaker
 for the at- tile pebble
ternoon program will be Miss 
mvited.•
Harry Mae Simons, principal at
Ma 410112 Elementary school





CIZEN LAKE. Wairemin —
Cennemi asi
"OW Ikelkey lards it lbw Lab,
anew Idled milietries
web Tee. 11, boding al the
easorkaa Mapitist Arearebt,
Gown Labe, Iffieemsein tram
.Puty 31-Angssit S.
Attendang the school from
Memphis were Mr and Mrs
James E. Bailey. members of
Beulah Baptist churcia in the
Orange Mound community.
Teachers. counselors and ad-1
mirustrators were guided in
, evening their understaadang of
1 the Gospel in ways of becomingi
more effective in their work
A teacher-learning experience
was provided through study and
I worship.
Pastors, ministers of Christ
an educaticak and profession-
ally trained persons la Chrust-
Lan Education partated in a,
special seminar in dm Labors-,
tory SchooL
Dr. Robert Hilton, depart-
ment of preaching and counsel-
ing at the Catatonia Baptist
Tbsengleal at Covina. Cant,
provided leadership for the wor-
ship service mid professional
seminar.
Officers elected were M
Rosa la Whitson. grand worth-
matron Mrs. Lulu McCoy, asso-
ciate grand worthy matron,
Mrs. Beatrice Pendergrass. H.
G. secretary Mrs. Matte Taylor
marked the official opening of
the Excelsior Grand cnapter
with Mrs. Whitson presiding 21
the grand werlby matron. Foi
lowmg a business session tile
offical Menne was made and
a picnic held at the Simpson
Farm. Rev E Steverson Is
mme tor
 of the church.
For St years centie ser-
vie!  us tbe Order at ea Sulam 
Star. a pin was premeged
Mrs. Lab C. Jaime= by lbs. GRACI BArnsT
Greater Open Door Baptist
church at 1537 Florida st. ceie-
grated its annual Womens Day
last Sunday and the speaker at
the morning service was Mrs
Frankie B. Jordan.
The guest speaker for the af
tension program was Mrs
ei.2 Ware. a member of the New
Tyler AYE church_
the pas-
Susie '4...31".A.‘,.-14111111.1.„,a_ Grace Baptist church at
is a "7= 1r-._ R. Mansssas st. will celebrate!
ter _so.whichwhichJu 
in 
vssm its eighth anniversary sod
Jackson is worthy mattes.
On Tuesday. Aug_ 2. a Pier-
Season Fashionera was pre-
sented by Mrs. Rosetta Smith.
chairman of the Wi and
Ni?211.1 Committee. and aer co-
workers.
new scholarships were
day. August n. In a program'
to begin at 3 p The pike '
invited_
Special guests will mc
Rev. .1 L Netters as speaker.
along with his congregation et
the Mt. Vernon Baptist church.
Rev. C. Crawford. Jr. ispas-





FREE, 116fage Whitt "ay NWT
Stamm la Me ant a
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VINEGARS
Pure Apple Cider or Distilled
Volume Makes The
Difference






THE BEST PLACE ON EARTH
TO BUY YOUR CAR
115 Sank Third St.
Ph 526-8871
R.tri A. C. Jackson is pastor
of the .thurch. and Miss Mignms-i
er.e Morris chairman of the
women's Day nrogram.
The special program will
start at 3 p. in., and Mrs. Ethel
CoPMesd. president it the
choir, says asses it the bent
sairemg talent it the city has
bees Inited ts participate.
Rev. R. L McRae is pastor
it the dwelt.
de•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• 1 - MOWN AUTOMATIC 
•
!CAR WASH $ 15i,•
Effective de seeker 29 1965 •
•  11.1L-6 P.M. ,
• 301. AI It P 11 
Monday ••let sr Sm. S1 25
• lisa epos • Mt to 1 1 M. thrv r
• Friday •• ̀ •a▪ SUMMER AVE • CAR WASH .• - 1




Annual Choir Day will be-
GO BY BUS
II • It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
$25 111111 IF NE uri
Fill 1111011 NIT Yll
sir
soir To
Choir Ides, Pirlpit, Academic bun
sod Accessories I
UNTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Piece Your Ord*, Now
Foe loarivislaals And Grasps




246 Vasco Awe. JA 74321
Nienabes. Temsene
"MU Campo. Maio Moe Ws Att Pee Aid
Commie Wire Yaw Me Or
Yr. JANIES" Mrs.,
Wary G .Clark was enrinaed
Mrs. St. lases" in a runinsm
beld rseendy at the St. Janes
MO beret at me N. Fear*
aid here she is Awn witk
awn mad lowing cep. She la
a madam and tbe wife at
Clark. welikaawn
In Se Kleedike eammemity.
Iter. H. L. Starks is pe itase
tbe Matra.
11031
To le Sim ?I
itlhe
elm& at lbe anew of
bird and Pled& at.
ra lab amid tea and
Praeltem Sroday, Aag
1114, bank 41011 pa-
ne lbw's br the tee is
die Natural
I" The public le booed.
Mrs. Lizzaa Booms is chair-
man of the affair, and Mrs.
/nee Williams chairman at
fanuons.
Rev A. L. MCCariget id pastor
of the amnia.
ON6ANS • PIANOS
S • SERVO • RENTALS
Phone
682-4637




beim% a Gomm absgbesd dog
Set petrels ibe gavel& et a
isaasits bore bum be be=
swats so grab peciebeat tbe
eases rod Meg diem the
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Pba a Party-Play "Let's g • ti
the Russ" every Satertay mitt
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THE PALS —Members of
the popular Pals Social
Club, which has been re-
cently re-organized include:
Standing from left to right:
Mrs. Evelyn Jackson, Mrs.
Mary Echols, Mrs. Maxine
Brown, Mrs. Lois Brown,
Mrs. Hattie Gregory, Mrs.
Shirley London. Seated,
Pal's Social Club To
Present Fashion Show
Re-organization of the popu-
lar "Pal's" Social Club was
announced last week. As
spokesmen for the club put it,
"The Pals are hack in the spot-
light again".
The group was recently re-
organized at the home of Mrs.
Magnolia Johnson. 3544 Yokely
Street. with the hostess being
elected as president.
Other officers are Mrs. Lois
Brown, vice president, Mrs.
Christine Malone, secretary;
Mrs. Evelyn Bryce, assistant
secretary; Mrs. Hattie Gregory,
treasurer, Mrs. Barbara Stall-
worth, chaplain; Mrs. Willean
Patterson, chairman of the So-
cial Activities Committee; Mrs.
Mary V. Echols, publicity
chairman; Mrs. Betty Grant,
isarliamentarian, and Mrs. Shir-
ley London, business manager.
Mrs. Evelyn Jackson and Mrs.,
Maxine Brown joined the club
later
from left to right are: Mrs.
Magnolia Johnson, Mrs.
Betty Grant, Mrs. Barbara
Stallworth, Mrs. Christine
L. Malone, and Mrs. Mil-
 - —
installation of officers was heldi
with Mr. Laurence Johnson ren-
dering the installation oaths.
Earlier the club honored Mrs.
Lois Brown with a baby shower.
Some of the guests for the
occasion included: Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Neely, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Brown Sr., Mrs. Lillie Mc-
Guire, Mrs. Eleanor Neely,
Mr. Laurence Johnson and Mr.
Fred Brown.
The Pals were guests of the
Travelling Sportsmen's Club at
a dance at Currie's Club Trop-
icana several weeks ago. The
Pals are presenting a Premiere
in Fashions on Sunday, August
28, from 4 till 6 p.m.. at the
YWCA on Mississippi Boule-
yard.•
The club's meeting for the The public is invited.
new at-your beauty shop from Gillette!
co-the truly differentpermanent curl relaxer
goes on cool '-stay cool!
Forget hot combs and stinging chernicats. Now from the
laboratories of Gillette comes this truly different
curt relaxer. Epic goes on cool—stays cool.
It's so gentle your hairdresser needn't wear gkwes—yet
it relaxes even the tightest curts. Color-treated hair?
No problem! Epic won't revert—in rain or heat.
It lasts and last* Actually conditions your hair. Leaves
just enough body for the new smooth hairstyles. Your hairdresser
knows there's never been anything Ike Epic. Try itl
VIE EPIC PROFESSICNAL PRODUCTS cimason 4411101101P 011CAGOAL
lean Patterson. Not shown
is Mrs. Evelyn Bryce, who
is away on vacation.
Left-Over
Spinach
Left-over cooked fresh spin-
ach may do baby more harm
than good, according to a re-
cent report from Germany.
Physicians there found that oc-
casionally spinach has been
associated with a rare disease
(methemoglobinemia) in ba-
bies fed left-over spinach.
Apparently, spinach absorbs
the chemical, nitrate, from fer-
tilizer, and then stores large
amounts of it. When the trash
spinach is cooked and stored
for several days, the nitrate is
broken down by bacteria to ni-
trite. This latter causes the
trouble.
German pediatricians advise
mothers to give their babies
only freshly prepared spinach
and never to feed them the left-
over vegetable even though it
has been refrigerated and
tastes and smells all right.
Kabobs Of
Ground Lamb
Marjoram is an herb related
to the mint family. Because of
this it has a special affinity for
lamb.
When the lamb is ground it's
possible to mix this herb
thoroughly with the meat.
'Add bacon and tiny pickled
onions and you have the mak-
ings for a very palatable kabob
that can be broiled inside or
out-of-doors, in about the same
length of time.
s •
KABOBS WITH A FLAIR




1 bottle (8 ounces)
pickled onions
4 slices bacon, cut in half
8 wooden skewers
Combine ground lamb, marjo-
ram. salt and pepper. Shape
about 2 tablespoons of meat
mixture around each of 24 small
pickled onions, forming 24 small
balls.
Thread meat on skewers as
follows: insert skewer in end
of 1-1-2 slice of bacon, then into a
meat ball, an onion, the bacon
a meat ball and into the other
end of the 3/4 slice of bacon.
Continue with the remaining 7
skewers. Set regulator for broil-
ing.
Place kabobs on broiler rack.
Insert broiler pan and rack so
the top surface of kabobs is 3
to 5 inches from heat.
Broil on one side 6 to 8 min-
utes or until brown, Him and
broil on second side 6 to 8




HOURTON — (UPI) — De-
spite some minor adjustments
in the machine that is doing
part of her heart's work, Esper-
anza del Valle Vasquez awoke
alert and had a good breakfast
today, the hospital said.
Spokesmen at Methodist Hos-
pital said Mrs. Vasquez' condi-
tion was stable but the heart
pump that supplements her
own was adjusted to take on a
bit more of her heart's work
The pump, technically a left
ventricular bypass, has been
adjusted between around 25 per
cent of tbe blood pumping job
to around 40 per cent the past
few days.
Memphis and Mrs. Paulette
Styles Gray were among the
more than 100 candidates to re-
ceive degrees at the Summer
Commencement exercises at
Tuskegee Institute recently.
The speaker was Dr. Joseph
H. Douglass, chief of the Office
of Interagency Liaison in the
National Institute of Mental
Health, who urged graduates
"to pursue vigorously all ave-
nues which foster increased
human understanding ... and
to provide increasing economic
and cultural opportunities in
oredr that our full potential as
a nation may be reailzed."
Dr. Douglas told his audi-
ence that the major domestic
problems of the nation —
health, education, welfare,
housing and economics — have
transcended the issues of civil
rights to become "issues of
broad socio economic signifi-
cance to the entire nation.
"In many ways," he con-
tinued, "our current effort is to
prevent our society from being
divided on class lines between




NASHVILLE — September 1,
1966 is the deadline for re-
ceiving Fall Quarter applica-
tions for admission to
Tennessee State university,
Carl Crutchfield, dean of Ad-
mission and Records, an-
nounces.
Freshmen and new students
have been receiving notices of
acceptance since early spring.
Any applications received
after Sept. I will be held for
Winter Quarter consideration.
"Freshmen are to report Sun-
day. Sept. 19," Dean Crutch-
field said.
Freshmen week activities are
set for Sept. 20-23. Upperclass-
men may not report before
Sept. 21.
Household Tip
Ever sew bottons on with den-
tal floss? Some seamstresses
find the floss is stronger and
lasts longer than regular
thread.
g.f* r • .1a,
Memphian Gets Degree
At Summer Exercises
TUSKEGEE 1NSTITUTE,1 advantaged '
Ala. — Howard J. Robinson of' He said that the de‘elopinent
of "positive self-perception" in
the disadvantaged person is
Important,
personality
ibecause it is his
that will determine
INEZ KAISER
Home economists stress that
planning your meals in ad-
vance wiN pay off. . . both
money-wise and time-wise.
However, recipes for lus-
cious summer desserts often
call for perishable ingredi-
ents. And, if you're like
many busy homemakers, you
haven't the time or energy to make daily
tripe to the market.
Your dessert problem will be solved tr
you keep a supply of LUCKY WHIP on the
elf. LUCKY WHIP is like having real
whipped cream in a box, hut with half the
salories, and at much leas cost.
Several of you have requested dessert
ideas with LUCKY WHIP. Let rue share a
Lew of, my favorite recipes with you.
Lorky Coroa Whip: Flavor LUCKY
WHIP with a sixxinful of cocoa and pile
high on slices of angel food cake. lAirky
Ambrosia Whip: Add a drop of almond fla-
voring and lavish LUCKY WHIP over
chilled canned fruit cocktail. Lockqf Coffee
Whip.. Flavor LUCKY WHIP with a tea-
spoonful of instant _coffee and swirl it on
sponge or pound cake.
Believe me, your hand wifl applaud
yoa...and you will applaud LUCKY WHIP!
behavior rather than external ,
forces."
Intelligence can be created'
"by helping people to perceive'
more extensively and more
richl y," Dr. Douglass ob-
served.
Noting the significance of this
in regard to child development,
the NIMH official cited studies
showing that parents and teach-
ers are the adults who have
the dominant influence on childi
development and are the M-1
struments through which "the
best and the worst of our cul-
ture is transmitted" from one
generation to the next.
As future parents and teach-
ers, the Tualtegee graduates
were told they could "accom-
plish many things you set out to
do in accordance with your
development of positive self.
perception" and "you can assist
many many others in the proc-




"Smik, you're on Candid Camera" didn't go
over too well when I dropped in to see my
neighbor recently. She was upset because
a damp basement had mil-
dewed all the summer things
she had so careftilly packed
away.
After pondering the situ-
ation, F suggested a coffee
break, which proved to be
quite mimes:4a The next
morning, I was so happy to
bee her wash fines full, and her eyes spar-
kling. This is what she did. . . washed
the clothes in a hot solution of new ad-
vanced "all" and hang them out in the sun
to dry. Then she moistened the nil/dewed
spots with lemon juice and salt and rinsed
them again to remove any residue.
She knew "all" was a powerful deter-
gent, as her wash had always come out
sparkling clean. "Bet this is amazing." she
cried, "no odor. .. smells real dean.*
Why don't you try new advanced "ar
. it solves most any stain problem . . .
beim yon enjoy carefree washchiys. ion.
Yon will really smile when yea see bow
sar ositcateam them ail.
active
"I mare caught a whopper!!!" And all of the
guys who went on the fishing trip had the
same good fortune.
The expedition was a "flawing" socress.
so they said. There was also a lot of chatter
about the soap Richard brought along. k He
is my husband, you know.) "The most
refreshing thing since spring water . . ."
MRS one comment. They were speaking
about LIFEBUOY, the 38-hour deodor-
ant wrap. It seems that after the first lad
day on the Lake everybody was rushing kw
the showers to cool off and "freshen op.'
for dinner. Richard orily needed to coal
off, because he was still under the "inflo-
w:we" of "LIFEBUOY :/8."
You see, a LIFEBUOY shower does
not leave you the minute the water is
turned off. If used regularly, LIFEBUOY
gives you 38 hours of deodorant protection.
It is gentle, too . good to your skin. bt
washes its protection




it soon. Lever Broth-
ers geantnteei you
the "catch" cof tire
Yearbr—
Smpfirity is the key in today's fashion trend.
But. remember when frills and lace domi-
nated the fashion scene?
Fashions can and do change rapidly, and
those "simple lines" will soon be looked
union as "outdated" once again. But there's
one thing you ean wear and always be cer-
t.iiin you're "in style." It is a bright, white.
dazzling smile. Today's PEPSODENT
Today's PEPSODENT gets your teeth
their whitest ( very much in styk.) ... your
smile wifl be As brightest also very ranch
in demand). Today's PEPSODENT con-
tains a special brightening formula so
unique it is protected by a U.S. government
patent. It's a good way to make sure your
smile is right in style ... bright and daz-
zling.
So whetlie, those spats for men come
heck into the fashion scene and fancy frills
and bows reappear for women . . . you'll
need a "fashionable" smile ... a white and
bright smile. You'll need PEPSODENT...
today's PEPSODENT. It is uncondition-
di
 '"•-• ally guaranteed
Vpsodent by Lever ' 
Brothers.
Maury Will. mu a Grnation baby
and baby, look at now!
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Maury Wills, born on October 2.1932.1Nesheston D.C.
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The City Slums
Of the national personalities who
nave dared try to awaken America's
realization of its responsibility to the
much impoverished Negro citizen,. Vice
President Hubert Humphrey has been
most forthright in deploring the condi-
tions out of which slums are developed.
But he has been criticized even for
his lamentations. It seems that affluent
Americans do not wish to be reminded
of their moral obligations. Yet few can
dispute that the number one domestic
problem in the United States is its cities,i
and that the number one problem of the
cities is their slums.
The slums, The Christian Science
Monitor points but in a recent editorial,
"are not just filthy, broken-down tene-
ments. garbage and trash in the streets,
junk in the vacant lots, and vermin
everywhere. The slums are people —
people who lead harried, hollow, hope-
less, often desperate lives."
And Humphrey, with the moral
fierceness of an Old Testament prophet.
added to this observation that if he had
to live in the slums, he would lead an
army of protesters against the horrible
conditions of the black ghettos.
Until the slums are cleaned out
physically and the slum mentality and
morality are transformed, the United
States will continue to spawn within it-
self the very problems which sap its
energies, gnaw at its resources, a n d
mock its high ideals. The curtain once
and for all must come down on t h e
ghetto. The nation can no longer ignore
it. Mere charity is no longer enough.
Vice President Humphrey knows
that. The country needs to heed his
admonition.
World Court Ruling
The State Department's comment
on the amazing decision of the Interna-
tional Court of Justice in the Southwest
Africa case, riled the Africans at the
United Nations no end. The department
pompously asserted that the "rule of
law" must always triumph over unprov-
able claims.
Largely at American prompting.
the Africans spent six years and more
than $1,000,000 in legal expenses trying
to employ that "rule of law" to keep
South Africa from continuing its man-
date over the 490,000 Southwest black
residents who have been treated as
cattle.
The World Court at the Hague
agreed to pass judgment on the African
petition. In the meanwhile, one pro-Afri-
ca judge died. and his successor was dis-
qualified as being unfamiliar with the
case which covered 3.756 closely printed
pages of testimony. Old age crept upon
the surviving jurists who were already
in their 70's when the matter first came
to the court's attention.
The result was the decision July 18
that Liberia and Ethiopia. the two Afri-
can members of the old League of Na-
tions. had no right to bring the case be-
fore the justices at the Hague. What
the court had begun in 1960 w a a de-
clared to be an error of judgment.
For years, supposedly friendly
American officials had persuaded Afri-
cans to put up patiently with the equi-
vocal U.S. policy of condemning apart-
heid but refusing to do anything tan-
gible about it.
The U. S. advice to t h e Africans
was: "Wait for the World Court ruling
in your favor. Then we can act in the
U. N. Security Council to enforce it."
Now after six years, the World Court
has tossed the case out, leaving virtually
no hopeful ground for further legal
action.
What is likely to happen is that the
more politically alert Southwest native
blacks will be receptive to Chinese Com-
munist guerrilla techniques and wea-
pons. Peking and Moscow have joined
their voices to the African chorus of
denunciation of the court's ludicrous
action.
The State Department's response
to the obvious complications injected by
the judges at the Hague tribunal has
fallen far short of the expectation of the
interested African states. The Depart-
ment said:
"The United States will continue to
' support the authority of the opinions
and judgement of the court as to ques-
tions on which it has passed." Such a
statement does not appease the anguish
or the anger of the Africans who had




History Gave Rise To Idol
Dear Defender:
'Black Power is stern stuff
Black people may be forgiven
if many of them have lost
faith as they wander in their
native land groping to find one
democratic door that stands
ajar. They turn their dark faces
heavenward and are tormented
with hail They have been wan-
dering a long time in a wilder-
ness of hate.
The pendulum of Negro leadership leadership that bargains away their
has swung to the side of militancy rights behind closed doors will no longer
The present-day mood was well re- be given the chance to deceive the
flected in the speeches at the Urban masses. In its place has already arisen
League Conference in Philadelphia a new leadership which gathers its
where speaker after speaker lambasted strength from the grass-roots and which
the organization for its bourgeois at- is armed with the fundamental and all-
titude and apparent lack of interest in
the fate of the masses.
Delegates to the NAACP's annual
convention in Los Angeles registered
their opposition to the ultra-conserva-
tism of the association's policy. There is
marked dissatisfaction everywhere with
the old tenets that have served as guide-
lines for Negro organizations and insti-
tutions.
What is not yet fully understood
is that the black masses that populate
the slums of the big cities of the North
are rising up not only against their con-
dition of virtual servitude, not only
against poverty, suppression of freedom,
residential immobility, but equally
:...sinatt Negro leadership of the middle
class that is ready and willing to com-
promise the black man's future on any
terms so long as the leadership has the
blessings of the white power structure. bidding.
The bitter struggle for recognition This
and power is being waged by the com-
mon people. Wherever an inch of ground
is gained in Alabama, Georgia, Missis-
sippi and elsewhere, it has been accom-
plished by the sweat and blood of the
plain people.
Such people are no longer the tools
Moses only s a n d e r ed 40
years in the wilderness. The
Jews had a different religion
from the Pharaohs. The 1 a ii-
guage of these wonderful peo-'
pie was not the same as their,
persecutors. They were more
learned — gave counsel and;
even many of these people with
all their adhesive togetherness
— the welding force of a dif-
ferent language, a different
literature and a different reli-
gion — could not hold all the
Jews during their persecution.
They strayed assay from Mu
ses and the God they could not
see for the golden calf they
could see, touch and feel.
How long has it been since
16197 That's how long the Afro-
American has been wandering
and wondering in this Ameri-
can wilderness of slavery. wild-
erness of hate the blacks, wild-
erness of false promises about
the black man's equal place in
this democracy, wilderness of
inclusive concept of power — political
power and economic power concentrated
in firm, unyielding black hands.
There is no other acceptable defini-
tion of black power. If this concept is
not structered in the quicksands of ra-
cial exclusion, nationalism of the Mal-
colm X flavor or in arrogance that gen-
erates friction and hostility, it is bound
to quicken the pace of social change in
American society.
The constant reminder by some
timid souls of the differential ratio in
the percentages of the over-all popula-
tion is nothing more than a non-too-
subtle attempt to soft-pedal the Negro's
strident challenge of the status quo. It
is argued that since the Negro repre-
sents only 10 per cent of the total popu-
lation, it is folly for him to think he can
force the remaining 90 per cent to do his
Wilkins are following the best i might
road to a democratic society.1 One.
Let's follow them. But let 
recognize that when there iss
clear and present danger to life'
and limb a bomb from the poll
of the 1Beacons can break the
restraints on freedom and
quicken its pace.




Recently, two of my fellow'
Southsiders and I journeyed to
the '`friendly" confines of
1 -beautiful Wrigley Field"
Loaded down with sandwich-
es. one aluminum type beer
tapper, and expectations of a,
' glorious afternoon of baseball'
and picnicking, we discovered,
upon our arrival at the ball-
park, that beer tappers are not
allowed on the premises.
This seemed strange, in lieu
of the fact that the signs posted
at each entrance reading: "No
cans or bottles" do not mention
'beer tappers. Indeed, we saw
!others entering the park un-
challenged, although they were
toting vacuum bottles of jugs.
I had thought that the league
rule banning cans and balks
deferred hopes and unrealized was maintained for the safety
ambitions, of the players, umpires mad
fans who risk being beaned by
The Negro has been s.s ander- demonstrative, or inebriated
ing approximately ten times as, spectators.
long as Moses' people. The Ne-I
gro has been restricted and re-' Maybe the reason for this
strained to menial tasks—plow-rule has been obscured by the
ing cotton and chopping corn, fact that concessioners have to
washing dishes and scrubbing make a living, too, even though
floors. Can one blame them anlballpark beer in Chicago sells
awful lot if after this long pe. for 50 cents a bottle
view fails to take into consid-
eration the incalculable number of white
people of the John Brown devotion to
social justice who are willing to shed
their blood right now for the cause of
Negro freedom as Brown and his t w o
sons did in 1859 at Harper's Ferry. And
we believe with Andrew Jackson that
of exploitative leadership. The kind of "one man with courage is a majority."
nod of debasement, he has be-
gun to listen to strange voices?'
If many of Moses' people lostl
faith in their God in 40 ars,
may lei the black American 
be forgiven if be turns his face
away from the abusive whitel
power and take some pride in
the idol god of Black Power?!
Is the Black Panther one whit!
worse than the White Citizens'
Council? No Both should have;
been crushed at birth. But one:
could not continue to exist with.,
out begetting the other. At
some point the Negro must
strike back against the MUT•
&roils white pack — though
being outnumbered, the blacks
while dying, must fight back.
It is a strange political con-
cept to tell the black citizens
of this country —"You have
equality before the Law." and
then the white citizens are per-
mitted to stone him, but if the
black citizen returns the com-
pliment. he is arrested, jailed,
sentenced and fined.
The whites are left free to
hound and torture and too of-
ten when he murders the
blacks, the penalty is the same
as if be were butchering his
own cattle.
We are told by one clergy-
man who professes to lead
5,000.000 black Christians that
it is wrong to break the law
that keeps one in chains. For
fitany years there were laws
prohibiting slaves from fleeing
their huts Frederick Douglass,
Harriet Tubman and Sojourner
Truth knew better than to think
that this rule was sacred.
Martin Luther King and Roy
Perhaps those signs should
read: "Please do not bring
beer into the ballpark. We in-
sist upon selling you ours.
Perhaps. also, the beer spon-
sor of the televised Cubs games
should think again about adver-
tising his beer tappers during





She* the why of th,
try, 
rthouurhouthttetherest 
ewninurebeconuens.HonnocnealadgaRineagana, the sieve Del
I ',simians, the Bill Millers and
tered on the third term re.elec•
lion bid of Gov. N e 1 1 o n 
A. others who
Goldwater Use'  two parts
have espoused the
i
I Rockefeller. system in America will be sell
There Is no doubt in the 
mind'
,of this reporter- and of 
course "glY threatened. li 
the ambi
lions and desires of minorities
'1 am looking at it from a 
per-
are to be realized, a health,
*malty prejudiced point os
view - that the Governor will
be successful in his campaign,.
The issue, we believe, ts how 
Over, above and beyond 03a
big can he win?
As Sen. Jack Javits put it the
other day when he was accept-















background of concern for the
turn to "pro. cause.
gressive However, I do not think it
Republican- would be fair to ignore the
mve "
my principal reasons for think- 
Governor grew
This consideration is one of




ing it so terribly important
that Governor Rockefeller en- touching letter which his moth-
joy a Big Win. er wrote her four sons, then









Peace on the Westside has
not been broken. There has
been no peace on the Westside.
Police continually harass and
intimidate the residents. Teen-
agers are pushed around and
told to stay inside, to stop loi-
tering. They are told, "Go back
to school" or "Get a job". They
are beaten because they are
poor, powerless and black.
No one who is now condemn-
ing the riots has to accept
menial 51.25-hour jobs or try to
live on humiliating, hunger lev-
el welfare checks.
No one who is now condemn.
lug the riots was raised in hous-
ing which never got repairs.
The landlords and bandits mak-
ing lots of money off this hous-
iag cry the loudest about prop-
lerty rights and violence.
I No one who is now condemn-
ing the riots went to school with
teachers whose fondest dream
is to escape, who treat the
kids like dirt. Schools in slum
areas get less money p e r
child. And the kids start out
with the awareness that educa-
tion is a fraud — for them.
Education is not the path to
,the middle class, it is an end-
less boring road to the same
jobs as their fathers.
, Individuals in the ghetto are
made to think that their prob-
lems are a result of their own
Ifailinge. Corporations discrim-
inate against black people in
hiring and pay. They make
lgood money off the slum sys-
!tem. Banks make high interest
! off of slum mortgages. Local
stores make good money by
selling poor quality merchan-
dise at high prices. Are these
things the result of individual
failings?




Nothing save the spectacle of
her husband dancing to no mu-
sic with a blonde at a cocktail
party sets a woman's teeth on
edge like a roomful of furni-
ture that tiasn't been shifted
for 48 hours.
At best, cocktail parties come l
once a week, so the Chianti-
bot.le laiips, the breakfronts
and the Reiter sofas minding
their own business day in and
day out are a constant Irritant.
Mug fresh changes on the ar-
rangements is a wifely mania
which sever abates.
Like the tides, the corners of
the room ebb and flow with







way to get a
little corner for
his work is go
build a ceiling-
high cage, put a
monkey in it, GOLSEN
two-partY
adve.
system Is an impel
I, have a say that adm
ration for Gov. Rockefeller is
based upon what he has done
for the state, what he stand,
for and fights for personall:.
and his stature as a man eJf
deep principle.
I am not a Rockefeller
thusiast only because of
tremendous philanthropic con-
tributions the Governor and his
family have made to Negro ed-
ucation and to the civil rights
en-
the
In this letter, she gives voice
to her basic philosophy of re-
spect for the dignity of all per,-
'pie, regardless of religion or
race.
I repeat, I do not cite these
forcers. They keep the people facts of the past in advocating
afraid. They intimidate slum support for Governor Rockefel-
1
dwellers and thus keep t h e miler. It is my firm conviction
from believing in their ownithat he has been a highly able
strength. Intimidated people, and capable Governor. It is
don't think they can change l amazing when one really looks
anything. They are apathetic l into the record and discerns
because they are beaten intoi
it. 'the variety of forward-looking
l programs and legislative mea-
We call for an end to viol-isures which have envolved be-
ence. The pol ice and thecause of his leadership.ltroops must be withdrawn. The,,
wgeaty 
the
epnedoplteheoffrioth eis sntroetetsto lieThwediyngeovinercreaabserodadaidspetoctruedm
The way to end the riot is tol acation, increased scholarship
get the cops and troops off the!akl, laws protecting the rights
Chicago Committee 
of tenants even down to such
basic matters as how much
Against Police Brutalfty 







This is a matter that is not
new I know. But there was a
gang fight on the far southside
on Burnside between Cottage
Grove and Langley ayes. The
Blackstone Rangers and also
girls called the Rangerettes.
It is a shame and a disgrace
that the police never arrive
while all this fighting is going
on. These kids are armed with
everything from guns to bats.
Burnside police station is only
a few blocks away. Several
neighbors called, but no police
answered. Burnside is the per-
fect street for fights because
it is dark and has a vacant
lot. Why is it that these gangs
are allowed to terrorize the Ne-
gro neighborhoods and nothing
is done about it. I know for a
fact that the city police did not
even come out I gave my ad.
dress when I made the plea.
t
, Would you say these gangs
would be stopped if they went
to white neighborhoods?
Something should be done.
There are so many people who
come down this dark street
from work.
A Helpless Resident
There is the gigangic narcot-
ics addiction control program
which was and is so highly con-
troversial. There is the Medic-
aid program which benefits
persons with incomes up to
88000. The Governor knew this
program would be a healthy
thing for lower income people-
-which includes many minority
group members. Even though
he realized he would make trou-
ble for himself in upstate com-
munities which do not like this
bill at all, he stood behind it.
I like a man who can not
only take praise graciously,
but who can also shoulder man-
fully the cnticism which is
houn b d come to any public
servant. 
I like a man who can look
me. in the eve and say to me
• as Governor Rockefeller has
done • "Jackie, I agree with
you that you should always say
'what you feel you must say.
Don't worry about upsetting me
or upsetting anyone else. I be-
lieve In a man's right to he
true to himself.
I know he does. I can never
forget when in San Francisco.
in the face of jeering, booing,
cursing hoodlums, he stood up
tall for decency in the Republi-
can Party. I recall that there
was a man who honestly be-
lies-es in being true to himself
and his principles.
Shifting Of Furniture
and throw the monkey out
when inspiration drives him to
his typewriter. Mention this
sarcasm to a wife and she will
light up and spin like a slot-
machine in Vegas. "I've never
experimented with a cage,"
she will say
Women, along with their oth-
er interests, which include the
growing of zinnias and lay.
analysis, are enthusiastic inte-
rior decorators. But like those
modern painters who never fin-
ish a canvas out of integrity,
'they never bring themselves to
that final fillip which will corn-
plete the decor.
Heaven can't change the ter-
rain the way Ironies c a is
change a humble home. There
are evenings when brave men
✓etains from the shop and to
make sure they are in the right
home they have to bunt for r
familiar landmark like wifey's
ceramics kiln. There are times
when women become oo maniac
moving the furniture about one
hopes they will trap themselves
behind the highboys and starve
to death like the Collier broth-
ers did in New York.
I am the only man to my
knowledge who ever solved this
problem. But my solution was
only arrived at after a lifetime
of living in a borne that re-
sembled the backstage of a play
with 23 scene changes
The solution was simple. I
live now in my office. Pack
the office with desks all of
which look like each other.
You avoid shifting one desk
from its position to the position
occupied by another and vice
versa, as old Charley Wilson of
President Eisenhower's first
Administration would bay. it.
Put the chairs against the
wall and have bookcases built
around them That immobilizes
them As for lamps, why a
couple of neon tubes in the
ceiling will do It is true, from
time to time the secretarie.s
will think of twisting the tubes
at right angles but that also in.yokes climbing a ladder which
fortunately a newspaper office
does not possess.
Wirch leaves only the kitch•
en. My suggestion is never
enter it for if the women aren't
switching the tables, and re-
frigerator around they are cook
ing fresh vegetables, rich in
vitamins. Take your meals at
the delicatessen, the Chinese
restaurant or the steak house
at the convenient motel where
you always request an extra or-
der of french fries instead of





list a note to let you kn.,"
how much I like "Slaiistilei -
Pen".
The writer really keys us lin
to date on racial affairs. Thanks






















































































GANIZE — During a recent
meeting held at the Shera-
ton Motor inn, a Memphis
chapter was organized by
local alumni of Howard uni-
versity, and here they are
shown with Lawrence BM
assistant director of Alum-
ni Affairs, who came here
to help organize the group
and show color movies of
the school which will cele-
brate its centennial year in
1967. On front row, from
left, are Mrs. Emogene W. '
Wilson, Asst. Atty. General
Arthur T. Bennett, Mr. Hill,
Mrs. Alma R. Booth, Miss
Beverly Williams and Dr.
James G. Hawkins. Stand-
ing, same order, are Atty.





Robert S. Lewis, Jr., or.
Robert Tharpe, Or. Cleo C.
Kirk, Miss Carol Springer
and Mrs. Ruth T. Beau-
champ.
Memphians Win Trophies At Poag Named Secretary
National Bridge Tournament Of Arts, Science Group
Several Memphians were Jerrilyn, Annette and Loretta.
among the 1,1000 delegates andl
participants who met in Louis-
ville recently for the National
Bridge Tournament.
Bringing back trophies from
the meet held at the Sheraton
hotel in the downtown area
were Dr. A. R. Flowers, a
senior life master; Mrs. A. R
Flowers, a life master, and
Walter R. Flowers and Jerry
Taylor, both masters.
Also participating and plac-
ing high in the tournament
were Mrs. Lila Dumas, Mrs
Walter Flowers and Mrs. Jerry
Taylor.
Accompanying Mr. and Mrs
Taylor w e re their children
Black Power Has
Value: Barry Unit
WASHINGTON — (UPI1 —
Barry Goldwater's Free Society
Association believes th a
"Black Power" could become a
constructive political force un-
der responsible Negro leader-
ship.
The society's August news-
letter, published during the
weekend, denounced the pres-
ent extremism of those advo-
cating "Black Power," but said
the concept "has at least the
one virtue of calling upon the
Negro to think and do for him-
self.
"It could provide the stimu-
his for independent thought and
grassroots problem-solving —
maybe even the nucleus of re-
sponsible political organization
in Negro ghettos."
The host chapter provided a
variety of entertainment for
the hundreds of avid players
and members of their families
Included were a cruise
aboard the "Belle of Louis-
ville;" a banquet and dance in
the grand ballroom of the
Sheraton, and a mint julep sip.
The delegates selected Pitts-
burgh as the site of the tourna-




Mrs. Julia Myers was given
a surprise birthday party re-
cently at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Everlina Davis,
at Vaiden, Miss.
Among her other children
present were Mrs. Ida Mae
Hines of 1718 S. Barksdale. St.,
Memphis; Mrs. Annie M a e
Bush, Blue Island, Ill.; Homer
Cunningham, Free p o rt, I I 1.;
Mrs. Elice Bailey, Mrs. Susie
Mae McKinney, Mrs. Louise
Alexander and Family;
Mrs. Juanita Johnson and Miss
Ella Jean Davis, both of St.
Paul, Minn.
Special guests were Mrs. Car-
rie Harper, Mrs. Susie M a y-
field, Mrs. Stevana Hill and
Mrs. Nancy Comfort.
The table was decorated with
a lace cloth with a fruit center-
piece. The birthday cake was
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THE BUCKNELL Soft. smooth llama grain calf-
skin slip-on with smart wing tip styling. Black or brown.
SHOES, MEZZANINE
LEO .jNG
For proper fitting and counseling when you
buy Wright Shoes, See Leo who has been selling
shoes at B.J.R. for over 25 yrs.
99 South Main Street
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED
Dr. Thomas E. Poag, Arts of State. An actor in his
and Sciences School dean at
Tennessee A and I State uni-
versity at Nashville, has been
named secretary of a National
Association of State Universi-
ties and Land-Grant Colleges
corn mission.
Widely known in internation-
al theatrical circles, Dr. Poag
is secretary of the Commirsion
on Arts and Sciences of the na-
tional association. He will be
installed at the association's
convention in Washington,
D. C., November 11.16.
The head of Tennessee State's
department of speech and dra-
ma, Dr. Poag has directed the
Tennessee State Players Guild
in two overseas tours spon-
sored by the U. S. Department
ALCOHOL BOARD REID
Dr. John E. Jordan. local
dentist with offices at 1936
Chelsea st. has been appointed
a member of the Alcohol Li-
censing Commission.
He replaces R. S. Lewis, Jr.,
a mortician with R. S. Lewis
and Sons, who resigned from
the post.
own
right, he has Broadway pro-
duction experience.
Other officers to be installed
at the November convention
are Dr. Charles C. Bradley,
Montana State university, Arts
and Science Commission chair-
man; Dr. Edwin Young, presi-
dent of the University of Maine
Nominating Committee chair-
man; and Dr. Mason Gross,
president of Rutgers university,




Lt. Lee Named To Group For Export Expansion
U. George W Lee. vice pres
ident and manager of the
Memphis Branch Atlan-
ta Life Insurance company, has
College Plans Picnic
A free picnic and barbecue
are on the list of the Baptist
and Industrial College in Her-
nando, Mississippi, Saturday,
August 27, beginning at 2 p.m.
Barbecue and refreshments
of all kinds will be served free.
Also there will be a round-
table discussion on "Why We
Are Baptists". Featured in the
discussion will be Rev. L. S
Biles, Rev. T. L. Tipton, and
Mrs. Willis Turner, along with
Dr. L. T. Rowe, and Dr
Charles W. Guy.
been appointed a member of
the Regional Export Expansion
Council by Secretary of Agri-
culture John T. Connor.
In a certificate accompanying
the appointment, it was explain-
ed that "This Council, by mob-
ilizing the talents of the Ameri-
can Business Community in
support of the increased inter-
national marketing of the Unit-
ed States goods throughout the
free world, is making an essen-
tial contribution to the United
A general invitation has beer,
issued to the public to attend.,
1 Still At Large
In Murder Of
3 London Cops
LONDON —(UPI) — The
crown formally charged John
Edward Witney with the mur
der of three unarmed policemen
as Scotland Yard issued de-
taller' descriptions of two more
scarred and tattooed suspects,
In the Friday slayings. Both,
men were reported armed and
dangerous.
Witney, 36, described only
I an unemployed Londoner, was,
handcuffed between detectives
in a locked courtroom guardedL
by police dogs on leashes. The
arraignment lasted only twol
minutes and no date for his
trial was announced.
Scotland Yard said the two
suspects still sought were Har-
ry Maurice Roberts, 30, who
uses the names Ronald Ernest
Hall or John O'Brien, and John
Duddy, 38. Their detailed des-
criptions were given to the
army of 18,000 policemen





sT4z.c., THE BLUE STALLION LOUNGE
°I. 328 Beal* St.
REDECORATED
24 Opening Hours - 11 00 A.M. 1,11 2.00 A.M.
Mon, Sot.
Serwng Good Food & Beverag•s
Sunday Evening Mattne• Hour
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Sparkling CHAMPALE is the one for fun.
It bubbles like champagne, tastes
like champagne, yet costs just pennies
more than beer. Join your friends...
buy CHAMPALE wherever beer is sold.
SPARKLING
CHAMPALE.
iittftit• Or 44 j, .9"
Aftliir00011111 Brewery Of N.J. Int.. Trenton ga
A. S. Barboro, Inc.
119 St. Paul Phone 527-6813
House Of Quality Since 1877
Stites Foreign Economic Poli-
cy."
The Council, which is headed
by Dimitri B. Georgiadis, man-
ager of the International Divis-
ion of Plough, Inc., is one of
42 Regional Export Expansion
Councils wit-king in close co-
operation with the Department
of Commerce field offices lo-
cated in key industrial areas
throughout the country.
In a letter to Mr. Lee, Secre-
tary Connor said, "President
Johnson has called for redoub-
ling of our export expansion ef-
forts to strenghten our domls-
tic economy, create new jobs.
increase profits and improve
our balance of payments."
Reaional Export Expansion
Councils play vital roles in
achieving the national object-
ives by motivating more Ameri-
can firms to enter world mar-
kets and by assisting current







At A Special Low Price
For Fairlane's Sale of the Year
ONLY . . . . 
$2095
If you 411111 1,, 4, ye WI. 11W11 shifting, the 44peed
for you. Fairlarw's optional 44peed manual transmis-
sion (available with V-11's) is fully synchronised with
higher newaristal tX60 firtt gear. Gives fast takeoff
from etsadireg met Floor-mounted shift lever has posi-
tive rmenneear lockout.
Snead with the Pairlane GTA I Dew Spirt
Orudie-O-Ma' Drive, whith podia bidi mind
anteessticohiftlng. Ikr minvielgarrthaseig, awe
are lever heck to Low (1) and *shift throweb bod
On sod into High ar Drive (D). For folly mimosa*
*Mag. aitupty awe low On Drive and gol
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A Limit Amount For Special Sale - So . . .
Come out to Herff on Summer today — It will only
take a minute to make your deal!
BETTER BUY AT
HERFF FORD
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Our appreciation for the stu-
dent exchange program spon-
sored by the United States
Department Bureau of Cultural
Affairs was deepened after
meeting several students from
the West Indies who're touring
our country.
These college students
CHRISTIAN RHINAN, J A Ck.
QUES DUPONT and WILLY
ERIVAN from GUADELAUPE;
and the pretty young ladies who
looked ever so fetching in their
native costumes were MARIE
B. SALLERON and YOLENE
DE VASSOIGNE both from
MARTINIQUE and ANASTA-
SIE BOURQUIN from FRIINCII
GUYANA.
The entourage was accom-
UNITED STATES DEPART-
panied by JAMES F. KHAWLY,
MENT ESCORT and Interpre-
ter who is a native of HAITI
Jimmy, as his charges affee-
tionately called him, taught at
TULANE UNIVERSITY in
NEW ORLEANS before accep-
ting his new post some eight
months ago.
The students were profuse in
their praise for the Bluff City
as well as for the other cities
they'd visited prior to coming
here and they were NEW YORK
CITY, WEST PORT, CONN.,
AND MUSCAGINE, IOWA.
From here they journeyed
on to WASHINGTON a n d
MIAMI from where they will
leave for their respective homes.
Hosting the effervescent
group were BILL and RUTHA
JONES, BARBARA and
CHARLES WILLIAMS who hon-
ored them with a cook-out in
the garage of the Joneses
home on CLOVERDALE; DR.
AND MRS. TOM WHITE and
MRS. MARY ANN STECK
The rains failed to dampen
the spirits of the guests atten-
ding the al fresco dinner and
they were INEZ and JAMES
BOYD, MARVA and JESSE
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From HEEL TO TOE! Hand Stitched
Vanip. Antiqued Fine Leather in
Tan or Navy.
NOW
Regular s8" S6"2 Pair $1300
NATURALIZER SHOE STORE
RS SO. MAIN ST.
MR. AND MRS. CONWELL
BANTON CARTER were
married Sunday August 6
in a beautiful ceremony at
the bride's home 1362 South
Parkway East. She is the
#
DEFENDER
former Miss Anne Carolyn
Burford, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Peyton Leonard
Burford. Mr. Carter is the
son of Mrs. Alice B. Carter
and the late John Carter of
• •t• on- •
Atlantic City, New Jersey.
The couple was entertained
by the bride's parents with
a reception in the Crystal
Hall of the Chisca-Plaza
Hotel following the cere-
mony. The couple is at
home at 3331 Mt. Pleasant




WEIR who with their children
are visiting from Berkeley, Cal.
ifornia; JERRY and BOOKER
T. JONES, MARY SPECK, and
LARRY WOODARD.
Dancing with the students
were PAT SIMPSON, GWEN
LOCKETTE. NAOMON JOHN-
SON, PAT DIXON, and ER-
ROL JOHNSON.
And on that same Friday'
night MOSE YVONNE BROOKS
bride-elect of ROBERT H.
HOOKS, III, was feted with a
HOOKS, III, was feted with a
bridal shower by SALLYE ANN
COE at her home on Ramona.
BARBARA FREEMAN was hos-
tess in absentia, she was con-
fined to COLLINS HOSPITAL
just a day or so before the
shower after being involved in
an accident.
Playing the bridal games and
presenting the good looking hon-
oree with gifts of blue for the
bathroom of her new home
were JUNE GLENN, BOBBIE
HENTREL. VIRGIE BLAND.
BETTY SNOWDEN, sister of
the hostess; MARY HUDSON,
THERESA SHANNON. LOU-
ISE BANKS, GAITHER
BROWN, ROSA BARBER, BEU-
LAH REED. MRS. P. L.
BROOKS, mother of the bride-
elect and her sisters, CHAR-
LOTTE POLK, and PHYLLIS
KELLEY who is a sum m er
bride.
MRS. LONZO HICKERSON
who has a penchant for fab-
ulous entertaining decided to
treat her MISSIONARY CIR-
CLE No. 5 of TRINITY CME
CHURCH with dinner by can-
CIRCLE NO. 5 of TRINITY
CME CHURCH with dinner by
candlelight when they met with
her at her home, 91 N. Third.
She was assisted in receiving
and entertaining by her husband
and her sisters, MRS. MARIE
WARDLAW, and MRS. ETHEL
J .SMITH.
Ladies enjoying the festive
dinner were Mesdames LU314
GERTA STRONG, CATHER-
INE FARROW, BEATRICE
FULLER. RUBY SWIFT, LU-
CINDA FLOYD and HATTIE
BURNS.
MARTELL LA GRONE was
given a birthday party by her
husband JOHNNIE and h e r
mother MRS. FRANKIE WIL-
LIAMS at the home of her
mother on Jenson Road.
Mrs. Williams displayed her
culinary artistry by preparing
a dinner of "soul food" much
to the delight of the guests who
were LUCILLE TAYLOR, JIM-
MIE BRYANT, DELORES and
TAYLOR CALLIAN, PEGGY
COX with HARPER BREWER,
IVORY McINTYRE, ARDELIA
McGHEE, JOSEPH ANDER- E. LINDSEY and her daugh-
SON from San Francisco; MIL-
TON BURCUFIELD. JR., MA-
BEL YOUNG „JOYCE SPRING-
FIELD, ALLENE CLARK and
PEARL and LEROY BRUCE.
Martell was showered with
many gifts and is simply tickled
pink over the new bridal set
given her by her hubby. Hear
tell its 2.80 carats!
Travelers Ho: MARIE BRAD-
FORD left last week for Chi-
cago to visit her sister HELEN
BRADFORD, who's a Windt
City schoolmarm.
DOROTHY and LEONARD
SMALL and their sons LEON-
ARD, JR., and DORAN mo-
tored off to ST. LOUIS over the
week-end for a family reunion
on the birthday of his mother,
MRS. VERGIE E. SMALL.
JACKIE HAWKINS and her
haby son BILLY jetted it off
to New Orleans to visit her
mother MRS. MAMIE REDDIX.
Looks like our news is cat-
ching up with us, we just told
you last week that RUBY
SPIGHT was visiting her chil-
dren in TOLEDO, OHIO; well
she came home and brought her
grandc hild DANNETTA with
her and now she and her daugh-
ter, GLORIA LINDSEY and
friend ADA ATEMAN have
motored back to TOLEDO to
take the youngster home.
And the senior MRS. WILLIE
ter AGNES are in Philadelphia
visiting her daughter MILDRED
AND L. C. ADDISON and SYL-
VIA HOFFMAN. Also traveling
with Mrs. Lindsey as she tra-
vels along the East Coast is
her grandson RONNIE LIND-
SEY. They've also visited NEW
YORK CITY, ATLANTIC CITY
AND D. C.
VIRGIE SAWYER and her
children, OTHO, JR., who along
with his cousin JOSEPH SHAN-
NON, JR., did the driving, have
motored to CLEVELAND, OHIO
TO VISIT Virgie's parents, MR.
AND MRS. JAMES PRIMOUS.
SR. Other little Sawyers making
the trek were OTHELLA
RIE, HARRY and EMILY.
The ALPHA CONVENTION
CHARLES and LOIS TARPLEY
started Monday in ST. LOUIS
and MEMPHIANS attending
are CHARLES and LOIS TARP-
LEY who motored their after
spending a few days in CHICA-
GO, WILLIE E. LINDSEY, JR..




AND WILMA SUEING who also
went from CHICAGO.
VACATION RETURN-
EES: HARRIETT and MACE°
WALKER were summoned by
the PRESIDENT to attend a
dinner in the WHITE HOUSE
honoring the PRESIDENT, of
WIGS AT WHOLESALE PRICES






14 NO. MAIN STREET
CORNER SOUTH COURT ST.
ISRAEL. And what do you do
when you receive presidential
summons? You naturally grab
your best bib and tucker and
acquiesce.
And PEGGY COX winged it
home after spending about two
weeks in the MOTOR CITY
visiting her father. FLETCHER
COX.
MRS. MARY SHERROD jet-
ted it home over the week-end
from MILWAUKEE where she
visited her children and grand-
children. Enjoying their moth-
er's visit were DELORES and
JOHNNIE C. WHITE and their
children, JOHNNIE, JR., FRE-
DERICK, MICHAEL and ADRI-
ENNE and MARCELLUS and
MARY SHERROD and their
little SHEILBRA.
MARTHA and DR. ARTHUR
EARL HORNE made two con-
ventions, the Medical in Chi-
cago and the Golfers in MINNE-
APOLIS. Taking the motor trip
with their parents were AR-
THUR, JR., JANET and TONY.
Other folks attending the Med-
ical Meet were JEWEL and DR.
OSCAR SPEIGHT, DR. and
MRS. W. A. BISSON, DR. A.
T. MARTIN. DR. CLARA
BRAWNER and JEWEL HUL-
BERT who was guest of her
cousins, DR. and MRS. JONES
whose names have escaped us.
VISITORS: Pretty DIANNE
STEINBERG has joined her sis-
ter TRINERE in visiting their
father LUTHER. SANDRA was
also here but has gone home
to DETROIT to be with their
mother, MARTHA JEAN, the
QUEEN of WCHB radio station.
BOBBIE and DR. SIDNEY
McNAIRY are here visiting her
grandmother MRS. LUCY
WADE on Walker, and his par-
ents MR. and MRS. SIDNEY
McNAIRY, SR., on Wellington.
Of course, little ALICIA
YVETTE made the trek from
the cajun country with her par
ents. Sidney teaches at SOU.
THERN UNIVERSITY in Ba-
ton Rouge. We are real happy
to learn from him that as a
result of his picture having been
in Ebony which we submitted
when he was a bachelor, that
the magazine has invited him
to do modeling for them.
And speaking of Southern,
JIM ETTA and ROBERT LEE
were here visiting his parents
MR. AND MRS. LAWRENCE
LEE on MISSISSIPPI BLVD.
and his sister DR. MARJORIE
LEE BROWN. Robert has long
been a member of the faculty
QUELYN WELCH BURKE and
her small son MELVIN, JR.,
WELCH, and Danese's mother
have returned home after visit-
ing her brother and sister-in-
law BOBBY and DANESE
WELCH, and Danese's mother
VIC HANCOCK. While here
they became acquainted with
DANITA ROCHELLE HAN-
COCK who premiered at
CRUMP HOSPITAL, July 29.




Coed is visiting her aunt and
uncle IRIS and MARION HAR-
RIS. She's Marion's sister's
daughter, ENNETTE and DR.
JAMES H. CARPENTER who
are well known in the D.C.so-
cial circles.
AUGUST 20, 1966
Detroit where she visited our
mutual friends MELBA and
FLOYD JONES, got a ride from
there with her brother 
RAY-
MOND to CHICAGO and 
from
there she got a ride here with
her niece and nephew CAROL
AND OTIS HIGGS who were 
on
their way home. And from here
she "hitched" another ride with
her sister BESSIE HOOKS and
EURLINE COUCH who drove
her to Oklahoma.
It seems like all the company
that JESSE and WILLIE PRES-
hat JESSE and WILLIE PRES-
LEY have had this summer
have come from SAGINAW,
MICHIGAN — first his moth-
er, MRS. LEONA PRESLEY,
his sister EVER GRANDBER-
RY and her children
JEAN, HURSCHEL, JR., and
GREGORY and now his brother
and sister-in-law, EUGENE and
KATHERINE PRESLEY and
their children BEVERLY, CAR-
OthLemend HAROLD are visiting
GINA and KEVIN have been
hshaivfitsng.,, a ball this summer with
their cousins visiting them "in
It wasn't planned that way
but it would seem that MISS
DORA TODD is holding her own
class reunions this summer.
Several of her former students
have returned home for a visit
this summer. First there was
DAVID LOTTT who with his wife
EMMA, who is the former
EMMA RAY WALKER of
Memphis were vistiing her sis-
ter and brother-in-law, MAR-
GUERITE and CLEVELAND
COX on SAXON.
The Lotts were accompanied
by their children DAVID., JR.,
is a Supervisor in the Post Of-
fice in BERKELEY, CALIFOR-
NIA where they make their
home and she is with the
CHILD CARE CENTER there.
And another of Miss Todd's
students ETHEL CHRISTINE
SHACK was here from TREN-
TON, NEW JERSEY visiting
her mother MRS. GREEN De
WITT HERRON on KANSAS.
The erudite Mrs. Shack has
recently been named SUPER-
VISOR of BUSINESS EDUCA-
TION in the State of New Jer-
sey. Her husband, ARTHUR
who taught mechanical draw-
ing in the public schools of Tren-
ton for twelve years is a con-
tractor and was just recently
made a member of the MAY-
of Southern University. 
OR'S ABINET and is DIREC-
TOR of WELFARE in the City
Atlanta schoolmarm JAC•. 
of Trenton.
And then there is another one
of Miss T's former pupils at
BTW visiting her folks here and
she's EVA HAMILTON NEAL
OF WICHITA FALLS, TEGAS
who met her mother here.
who met her mother here, MRS.
BERTHA BRUCE from CHI-
CAGO and they're visiting their
aunt and sister MRS. ANNA
BELLE PHILLIPS on SHAW.
MISS ROSA ROBINSON
taught MRS. SHACK English at
BTW and she and Miss Todd
were pleased to learn of her
accomplishments as well as her
husband's.
CHIT CHAT: Congrats token-
NETH COX,who finished MEM-
PHIS STATE LAW SCHOOL
and passed the bar examination
last week. We look forward to
seeing the young barrister hang
out his shingle.
Did you see LeMOYNE COL-
JULIA HOOKS GORDON was LEGE PRESIDENT DR. HOL-
through here last week on her LIS F. PRICE substituting for
way to OKLAHOMA CITY, OK- the vacationing NORMAN
LAHOMA where she's been BREWER on his news program
transferred with her Govern Friday night on WMCT. He was
ment job. She came here via terrific.
'Ar ,
411 •
For the ladies who will not lift a foot unless it's perfectly
shod -.a wardrobe of shoes from the Designer Shoe Guild.
mBotto left to right: two versions of the strap story told in
two colors, then a winter white pretty little pump with a
status buckle, followed by another strapper in "wet look"
hing cherry patent; the sport story is all the fun, can be a
fur mocassin; a checkered !little pump with a snipped
square toe; a white patent lassie; a goldenrod walker
studded with nailheads; a man-tailored pants snit shoe •
low, lean and buckled; a fringed kiltir in deep forest green
patent; and a shiny black high tongued salter.
Middle: a collection of show-off shoes • skinny straps,
a shoe that's barely there — parrot bright, lush brocades.
Top: to complete the wardrobe, a collection of boots. Mem-
bers of the Design.cr Sins Guild are Stanley Philipson,
Palizzio, Margaret Jerrold. Herbert Levine, David Evins,
JulianeRi, Erica, D'Antonio Shoe Corp., Newton Elkin,
Delman, Dominic Romano, John Jerro, Palter De Lis°,
Howard Fox, Cardone & Baker, Tory Originals, Wolsaro.
and 2.nkerman and Fox.
-••• - •• • •• •• •
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LEGEND Mr. and Mrs. Char-
lie Keeley, Jr.
MR. AND MRS. CHARLIE
KEELEY, JR. — were
feted with a reception by
the bride's aunt Mrs. Cal.
He Morgan Sunday August
6, at Mrs. Cain's. The bride
is the former Mrs. Mary
Lee Seymour. The couple
was married July 20, In Las
Vegas, Nevada. They are at
home at 1618 Silver.
On Packing
Fragile Items
China, glassware and fragile
bric-a-brac can all be moved
on long hauls safely — provid-
ed they've been properly pack-
ed.
That reassuring word comes
from an interstate moving firm
and is based on experience in
moving more than 1,000,000
families.
• • •
For your glassware and chi-
na, use strong containers, pref-
erably wooden or fiber barrels.
Locate th• containers as close-
ly as possibl• to the packing
area. Place a two or three inch
cushion or shredded paper or
excelsior in th• bottom.
• • •
Select the heaviest pieces and
place them at the bottom of
the container, wrapping each
separately with pape r, and
stuffing the sides of the barrel
and spaces between the pieces
with packing material. Pack
plates, platters, saucers, etc. on
edge — not flat.
Make a layer of dishes and
then a layer of cushioning ma-
terial, then another layer of
dishes, and so on.
• • •
Glassware and stemware
should be packed in the top
1.4 layer. Do not pack above the
top of the containers.
• • •
Bric-a-brac can be the hard-
est and most dangerous part of
your packing.
If you have a lot of such fra-
gile items pack them in a sep-
arate container, following the
same general rules used for
packing dishes and glassware.
Otherwise, place them in the




Animals do not taste things 24,
Many people wrongly believe
that animals share our taste for
food, Dr. Morley R. Kare re-
ported recently at a meeting of
the Nutrition Foundation. Dr.
Kare, a specialist in the sense
of taste, is professor of physio-
logy at North Carolina State
University. T h e Nutrition
Foundation, a non-profit insti-
tution which supports scientific
research and education in
nutrition, will hold soon a
scientific symposium on t h e
chemistry and physiology of
taste.
Dr. Kare told the trustees of
the Nutrition Foundation that
human taste standards must be
disregarded in the search for
new food sources for animals.
Domestic animals eat much
food which is also acceptable to
humans. As man's food mat-
erials become more scarce, in-
terest is increasing in finding
alternative food sources to r
animals.
Man taste things as sweet,
sour, bitter or salty. In study-
ing the sense of taste in ani-
mals, it is necessary to describe
taste on the basis of behavior
of animals when they are of-
fered foods. Animals prefer
some foods and find others of-
fensive.
The studies done so far, Dr.
Kare reported, clearly indicate
that animals live in their own
sensory world. And man, using
his own senses, cannot judge
what will appeal to or offend an
animal.
Man has a more complicated
nervous system than animals,
but animals have sensory mech-
anisms which ere/ ed these of
man.
A dog can hear sound of high-
er pitch than can be perceived
by a man. A butterfly can per-
ceive sugar solutions a thou-
sand times more dilute than
man can perceive — and do it
with its feet. Man is not the
ultimate in sensory develop-
ment.
The number of taste buds
varies widely: a chicken has
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ANY TINE 24 DRS. A DAY
"It's letter to
Borrow At a Ink"
man has nine thousand,
catfish has one hundred thou-
sand. Dr. Kare reported. But
the meaning of the number of
taste buds has not been ascer-
tained. Chickens, with 24 taste
buds, will reject taste-test solu-
tions which ars apparently not
detectable to animals with
many more taste buds.
Animals are usually thought
to have some innate wisdom
which guides them in proper
food selection, Dr. Kare said.
But studies have failed to sup-
port this contention.
Some experiments suggest
that wild animals are more res-
ponsive to the consequences of
food selection and intake than
are domestic aniausls, however.
It is possible that domestica-
tion has altered the ability to
taste, Dr. Kare suggested.
AMIE
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NO DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED!
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MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES









































BIG 30 Oz. CAN
KRAFT
MAYONNAISE 15
With c ou pon and $5.00 additional porckas•, excluding
value of coupon niiiirchendis• (fresh milli products and
tobacco also •xcluded in compliance with state low).
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ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — The
St. Louis Hawks announced
Tuesday the signing of No. 1
draft choice Lou Hudson of the
University of Minnesota, 22-
year-old 220-pounder and mem-
ber of the United States All-
Stars.
The 6-foot 5-inch Hudson just
returned from a tour of Europe
and Africa where his team won
Lou Hudson
college player I have ever
played with — or against."
A year ago. Hudson was the
most valuable player as the
United States wan the World
University Games tournament
at Budapest, with Bradley a
team member.
• * •
HUDSON SIGNED his con-
14 consecutive games over tract at a news conference. He
foreign amateur teams, said the extra poundage "will
help me and I found out this
summer the added weight did
not handicap me."
Hudson said "Actually, I feel
I need to play around 225 to
be effective off the boards
against the bigger forwards in
the National Basketball Associ-
ation."
With the signing of Hudson,
BEN KERNER (left), owner
Grand Opening Thursday, August 18, Thru Sunday, August 211
The South's Newest
and Finest
New and Used Car
Equipped with beater, wind-
shi•Id washers, back-up liOlts,
outside mirror, padded desk &
visors, dual safety brakes,
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PROS CLASH AGAIN
The backers of the Wednes-
day night American Football
League exhibition that features
the Denver Broncos against the
Miami Dolphins in Memorial
Stadium hope they can do as
well financially as the Bears
and Eagles. The latter NFL
combatants drew a few less
than 40,000 with near perfect
weather conditions. The St.
Jude Hospital will benefit from
the receipts of the game. Danny
Thomas, the founder of St. Jude
and one of the owners of the
new Miami AFL entrant, hopes
to make the attraction an an-
nual affair.
John Bramlett, the tough
rookie linebacker for the Den-
ver eleven last season, is a
Memphian and is remembered
for his hard-nose play at Mem-
phis State. Many local fans had
phis State. Many local fans had
an opportunity to familiarize
themselves with some of the
Broncos personnel and style of
play from a film shown to
many groups in this area after
last season. The film showed
highlights of all of the Denver
games in color.
Only Cookie Gilchrist, the
great but controversial pile
driving fullback, will be absent
from the main Denver cast.
Gilchrist, the Jim Brown of the
AFL when he wasn't feuding,
with league owners, was hist
usual self when he blasted the
Denver management for not se-
curing the players he felt would
benefit the Broncos the most,
thus depriving the all-AFL
star from showing his talents
with a first-class team. Cookie,
who came to Denver after a
riff with his coach at Buffalo,
left the Denver training camp
and hasn't returned.
The departure of Gilchrist
will place much of the hall-
carrying load on the shoulders
of veteran halfback A bner
Haynes also mentioned how
books during his collegiate days
at North Texas State. Haynes
went to Denver in a trade after
starring at Dallas and Kansas,
,Ili.111114011111!
City. Haynes talked to high
school groups here last year as
a part of his off season job as
area representative for Pepsi
Cola.
I recall a couple of stories
Haynes told as luncheon guest
at one local high school. Haynes
said he might have gone to
Texas Southern in Houston but
he was afraid that everyone
would be comparing him with
his brother who was also a
great broken f ie Id runner.
Hayens also mentioned how
Hayens also mentioned how
many of the rookies who came
to camp were initiated by some
of the veterans. Few bucked
the vets for they knew it was
the surest way of getting cut.
The Dolphins, stocked from
the draft and AFL players pool,
have found the goings rough in
the two games they have
played against San Diego and
Kansas City, losing to the
Chargers and Chiefs. The con-
test last Friday night against
the Chiefs was seen by 34,277
in the Orange Bowl. Kentucky
quarterback Rick Norton and,
running star Billy Joe of Villa-I
nova are the cogs behind the
Miami offense, and if the Dol-
phins are to pick up that all ,
important first win, the pair
will have to be in top form
against the tough Broncos.
PREP GRIDDERS CALLED
The Prep League football
coaches have issued gear and
will be getting down to the busi-
ness of getting their teams;
ness of getting their teams!
ready for combat in less than
a month. Already Coach Eld-
ridge Mitchell and his Melrose
Golden Wildcats are on the
spot. Mitchell sent word larck
from the Coaches All-America
game in Atlanta this summer
for Melrose opponents to be on
the alert for the Golden Wild-
cats surge. Manassas emerged!
as Prep League champs and
Blues Bowl victors over Tupelo,
Miss., last season and figures
to be the team to beat with
senior Willie Triggs returning
at quarterback to guide the
Hawks owner Ben Kerner
said that Hudson "has added
15 pounds in the past two
months and we hope to have
him ready to play at around
225 pounds."
• • •
KERNER SAID that Hudson's
college weight was 205, "but he
can carry the extra weight and
still retain his mobility." the Hawks have inked their
Hudson, a native of Greens- three top draft choices, includ-
boro, N. C., has been described ing Dick Snyder of Davidson
by former Princeton All-Ameri- and Tom Kron of Kentucky.
can Bill Bradley as the "best
Tigers. At press time Hamil-
ton had not named a successor
to Jesse Joseph who resigned
as head grid coach to take a
similar position at the high
school he graduated from in
Oklahoma City. Joseph once
held three head coaching posi-
tions for the Wildcats before
relinquishing the basketball job
three years ago to concentrate
on football and baseball.
MEMPHIAN MOVES UP
Head football coach Marino
Casem of Alcorn College in
Lorman, Miss., will assume the
duties of athletic director this
year succeeding William Sim-
mons who was killed in an auto-
mobile accident last spring.
Robert "Lil Abner" Hookins.
who played professional basket-
ball with Syracuse after pick
Mg up his nickname for his
scoring antics at Grambling,
has been appointed to lead the
Braves' cage team. Coach Sim-
mons also was the basketball
mentor and had built Alcorn as
a respected quintet in the tough
Southwest Athletic Conference.
Casem played center at St.
Augustine before graduating in
1950. Casem went to Alcorn
after finishing Xavier in 1956.
He served as assistant coach
before leaving in 1964 to take
over as head grid mentor at
Alabama S t a t e. Casem re-




i Morehead To Farm
BOSTON — (UPI) — The
Boston Red Sox Monday pur-
chased right handed pitcher
Hank Fischer from the Cincinn-
ati Reds for cash and a player
to be named later and optioned
right handed pitcher Dave
Morehead to Pittsfield of the
Eastern League.
The Red Sox obtained Fisher,
26, who had been traded from
Milwaukee to Cincinnati in June
for Joey Jay and made roster
mom by sending Morehead out.
Morehead, 22, has been on the
disabled list for the past sev-
eral weeks and had a 1-2 re-
cord with a 5.46 earned run
average.
Fisher, with both the Braves,
and the Reds, appeared in 25
games, 17 times as a starter.
He had a 2-9 record, with a
5.17 earned run average.
In five partial major league
seasons, he has a 27-34 mark.
Bellefonte Wins, 5-4
HERSHEY, Pa. — (UPI) —
Bellefonte, Pa., halted a last-
inning ralley to defeat Kings
Mountain, N. C., 5-4, in t h e
opening game of the Veterans
of Foreign Wars Teener world
series here.
of the St.
Louis Hawks watches with what seems to
be "money-in-the-bank" gleam in his eyes
as his No. 1 draft choice, Lou Hudson of
the University of Minnesota signed a con-
tract for so m e of Kerner's basketball
money. The signing took place in Kerner's
office in St. Louis yesterday. UPI Photo.
35-Game Slate Faces Knicks In Garden Swan
song
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
New York Knickerbockers open
a 35-game home stand against
the Los Angeles Lakers Oct. 18
in their final National Basket-
ball Association season at the
present Madison Square Garden
site.
Plans call for the Knicks to
use the new Madison Square
Garden center, currently under
construction over the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad station, for the
1967-68 season.
The home schedule released
Monday includes 13 doublehead-
ers for the Garden and two
New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
TO











TRENTON, N. J. —(UPI') —
A federal judge Monday 
issued
a preliminary injuction 
barring
a horseman's association 
from
picketing or interfering with
racing at Freehold Raceway.
U. S. District Court judge
Arthur S. Lane had issued a
temporary restraining order
prohibiting the action Aug. 7.
In issuing the injuction, he sa
id
it should be "even more com-
prehensive" than the restra-
iner.
The decision came in a dis-
pute involving the horsemen's
dissatisfaction with purse sizes
at the track the state's only
harness race oval.
Lane said he was acting to
bar "malicious interference"
with Freehold operations. He
held that the Standardbred Bre-
eders and Owners Association
has no right to petition or urge
persons under contract with
Freehold to break their con-
tracts nor to interfere with the
track's operation in any way.
Lane said he will meet later
Monday or Tuesday with Attor-
neys for both sides in the dis-
pute to map out a stronger in-
junction.
1958 LINCOLN PREMIER
Good Tires, Factory Airconditioned,


























Coupe "400", 345 Engkie, 4
sperrd transmissions, radio,
heater, white walls, bucket
seats, maroon with block int-
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Former Model Teaches
Charm To Esso Women
FLORHAM PARK, N. J. —
To teach new women employ-
ees the essentials of dress and
grooming, the world's largest
petroleum research organiza-
tion has its own "charm
school" here.
The talented teacher is Mrs.
Janet Winston, once a secretary
for Ebony Magazine and a re-
ceptionist at Harry Belafonte
Enterprises.
Mrs. Winston gave up a ca-
reer as a photographer's and
fashion model 16 months ago to
join Esso Research trad Engi-
neering company, chief scien-
tific affiliate of Humble Oil and
Refining company and Esso-
affiliated companies worldwide.
Because of her experience
and qualifications, she had just
the right talents to help turn
inexperienced new employees
— with high-school habits in
many cases — into young busi-
ness women with a happy bal-
ance of poise and good taste in
dress and grooming. Mrs. Win-
ston herself won the titles Miss
New Jersey and Miss American
Beauty in 1959.
She only spends a few hours
with the young women who be-
come employees at Esso Re-
search's big engineering cen-
ter here, but a lot of ground is
covered in that t i m e. The
topics include how to walk,
stand and sit ...what to wear
and what not to wear in the
office ... how to apply cosmet-
ics ... hair styling ... even
how to get in and out of an
automobile.
Mrs. Winston retired from
modeling following a tour of the
entire country and a trip to
Nassau with a three-month
fashion fair sponsored by one
of her former employers —
Ebony.
Despite her success, she de-
cided that some other job would
be better than the working
scheduled of a New York model
for her other and more impor-
tant career — that of wife and
mother. She now lives in Mor-
ristown, New Jersey, "just a
hop, skip and jump" from her
present job. Her husband, Shur-
ney Winston, works for a near-
by electronics firm. They have
a son, Shurney HI, who is 10.
Mrs. Winston had won the
title Miss American Beauty a
short time before she started
working for Ebony as a tem-
porary secretary. She replaced
an employee who was going to
France to take part in the
Cannes Film Festival as the
national winner of the 1958
beauty contest. The temporal"'
position with the magazine led
to a permanent one.
Ebony later recommended
her for the position at the New
York offices of Eelafonte En-
terprises. In the next two years
she began modeling part-time.
She is a former student of the
Grace Stone Modeling School,
New York City
Mrs. Winston continued to
meet more show people when
a vice president of Music Cor-
poration of America offered her
a job as his secretary and she
accepted. She recalls Kirk
Douglas and Phyuuis Diller as
two favorites among the many
stars who were constantly com-
ing and going through the MCA 1
offices.
With many modeling oppor-
tunities, Mrs. Winston returned
to free-lance assignments for
both fashion and product ads.
She modeled in shows and
posed for magazine advertise-
ments, including some for beer
and wine, though she drinks :
neither.
Simple good taste is the key
to most of Mrs. Winston's ad-
vice in her new role as a part-
time teacher of charm and
grooming. As to hair styl;ng,
for example, she tells new-
comers they should shun ex-
tremes and save that sort of
hair-do for a big night on the
town.
On the subject of jewelry, an
attractive pin or clip can int
prove the look of a costume,
she says, but the secretary or
Stenographer who wears jan-
gling bracelets is just runninr
the risk of distracting or irri-
tating her boss. As for long,
dangling earrings, they may be
fine at a party or in a cate, but
they're "out" for office wear,
she adds.
SITTING PRETTY — A
girl looks prettier when she
knows how to sit, Mrs.
Janet Winston, left. of Esso
Research and Engineering
company tells Miss Mary
Ann Secola, another em-
ployee. M r s. Winston
teaches dress and groom-
ing to new employees of
the company, world's larg-
est petroleum research or-
ganisation. Mrs. Winston is
a former model, secretary
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WIN  $1000 IN CASH!
IT'S FUN! • • IT'S FREE! .. ITS EASY!
• Simply pki parr FRE avy ci the new 111111181S & PRIZES
game card at par A&P store. Pictured on yaw game cowl are 48
A&P products. With every MP visit we realive 1 tee conceaied
set of 2 AWARDS & PRIZES game slips Cut off the edges of each
strip to-amual the pictures of 2 A&P Brand Products. lecate ben
prodicts on "ow game card ted you're on yors way
to beaming sr MAIDS & MIS game winner.
When you fill astraight ime of 7 products hod-
zontally, vertically or diagonally on your game card
you win a cash prize up to $1000.00.
Take your winning slips to A&P. After they have
been verified, you will receive your prize from the
manager. It's as simple as that! NOTE: THE CENTER
BLOCK OF YOUR GAME CARD IS A FREE BLOCK TO
HELP YOU WM.
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AVAILABLE AT ALL TIMES!
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Commerce Issues Booklet About
The Buying Potential Of Negro
The U. S. Department of
Commerce last week published
a broad-based guide for busi-
ness firms serving, or interest-
ed in serving, the $27 billion
Negro consumer market in the
United States.
Prepared by t h e Depart-
ment's Business and Defense
Service Administration
(BDSA), "A Guide to Negro
Marketing Information" dis-
cusses growth and trends in the
Negro market and provides
sources of information on the
buying potential of more than
20 million persons.
In a foreword to the publica-
tion, Secretary of Commerce
John T. Connor says, "This
market represents for America
both an opportunity and an ob-
ligation. It will be an increas-
ingly profitable market as the
Negro is given greater oppor-
tunity to contribute to, and
share in, the general prosper-
ity."
The Secretary said business-
men who are attracted to this
market "should turn to those
•
H. STANTON, JR.
I 'Wish To Express My Sincere
Appreciation To My Many Friends
Who Made Possible My Winning
The Democratic Nomination To
THE STATE SENATE —
I Particularly Wish To Thank
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
For Its Support.
I Shall Continue To Represent
All Of The People Of Shelby
Country And Shall Work For Equal
Protection Of The Rich And The
Poor In Our Court System.
who know it best — and these
are Negro businessmen." Ho
particularly recommended fran-
chise operations in partnership
with Negroes.
"I am confident that we in
America will quicken our prog-
ress toward bringing both the
Negro consumer and the Negro
businessmen into full participa-
tion in economic society — and
that the results will be better,
happier, healthier America for
all," Secretary Connor said.
Discussing economic trends
in the Negro market, the publi-
cation says, that "while the
overall pattern of expenditures
,by Negro families continues to
be typical of that found among
low-income groups, there is also
evidence of rapidly emerging
middle class spending habits."
In 1960-61, the average urban
Negro family spent about $3.-
707 for annual living expenses,
or just over two-thirds of that
spent by the average family in
the Nation as a whole. In addi-
tion, the income of the average
urban Negro family, both be-
fore and after taxes, registered
a sizeable gain.
The publication catalogs an
extensive bibliography of pri-
vate and government sources
of information on Negro con-
sumer marketing; embodies de-
tailed statistical data on the
various economic factors in-
volved, and lists national Negro
business associations; newspa-
pen and consumer magazines,




752 TAMPA — ATTRACTIVE Florida
style 3 bedroom and paneled den
home. Lots of closets and storage
space, car-port and workshop. Near
Southold. and Longview schools. FHA.
or GI. Call Mrs. Rapp 458-1024
Real Estate X-Change Co.
467 8. Highland 452-3168
BECKER FURNITURE CO.. 1709
Lamar Ave. Ph. 272-3815. Fine
Used and New Furniture, Refrigera-
tors, Stoves, and Pianos.
PART TIME — IF YOU HAVE GOOD
background and character we can
show you how to maks up to $7.00
per hour with amazing new janitorial
system. Ph. 363-4197 NOW!
FEMALE OVER 21 YEARS OP' AGE
to work in a Drug Sundry Store.
3:30 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. Prefer living
in or around DUO* Homes area. Mack
Sundry, 839 Mosby.
NIA HONORS GILLIAM —
Herman A. Gilliam, Sr..
right, retiring president of
the National Insurance As-
sociation, is seen accepting
an engraved electric award
watch in recognition of his
outstanding service as head
the past year, and making
the presentation is W. A.
Clement, vice president of
field operations f o r the
North Carolina Mutual Life
Insurance company. T h e
presentation was made dur-
ing the recent NIA conven-
tion held in Durham, N. C.
YOU CAN START LOSING
WEIGHT THIS WEEK!
IT'S EASY WITH SLENDER-Xs by P.O.A.
'This amazing elandertring formula, available with no pre=
striation, can help you become the slim and trim person
you want to be: Simply take a small Slender-X tablet
before each meal. Siender-X goes to work immediately te
put an end to your excessive food craving. As Siender•X
helps you step your extra food intake, it starts you on the
way to a more attractive . And, It does it without
giviag you that "keyed up," nervous failing you get with
ether tabats.
IT REALLY WORKS!
Mow many dotal& do you tyrant to lose .. 10, 30, even
45 pounds . . or more? You can do it vAth Slender-X
just like people are discovering all over the country. You
have nothing to lose except those unsightly pounds. And,
if you aren't completely satisfied, you'll get your money
bock. So get on the road to a better-looking you this week!
GET IT TODAY AT YOUR DRUG COUNTER
SLENDER-r
Or Just Mail This Coupon
To:
$2.111 MINI
/ wow to start losing weight Box of Sox if
ski, meet. Moil Rae a hill tablets tablets
21-Day Aerial, el amiler-X gives yea gives yell
for jart $'.98 . . . or a 42. a 21-Day a 42-0w
Day Supply for jail $4.9.41 Supply. Supply.
Check here: Mail me a (21) 0 or (42) 0 day sup*.
NAME ..... .......
ADDRESS — • .. -
0 Chart,. rt. C.Cs n ,1 p,..Tw....• Vii.losed
ORIOLE DRUGS
1014 Mississippi At Walker
Memphis, Tennessee 38126
No Payment til April '67
Frigidaire Air Conditioner




Why Sacrifice Quality When You Can Get rrigidaire at These Low Priees?





WHY WORRY? LET U
Do Your lioctrical Wirier, Property.
WIEN Yam Air Cortittiount. Soil Yea
ilio Pamir Air Comlithoor You SW





We have a higidailie fff Conditioner th einty need and purse
Here are Some of the Reasons Why More




































SAUESPEN: Leo Gatlin, Jr. on Sorrsnor, Jiro Crain on Sommer. ammo ROM= CO 51/1111/rt. Andy Sawyer on Summer.
BM Reese in I'llsisekoven, Dow Bosse* In Wiriiolloveo..T.CLfrC1w lessigra, Ildtehaven.






L E. GATLIN  61. MULE
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
3431 SUMMER WHITEHAVEN
Phone 324-4406
47ss 14grf. Pt S..
Phone 396-0995
FRAYSER
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How come? To match what goes inside.
Still your favorite Hiram Walker's Gin made with imported botankals.
Still your favorite Vodka distilled an extra step for extra dryness.-
Mamma NY CIN.NP1001-DIS110/1011aa•maitoiPMF•MEIMIlIMPAP NRITIAt ROM ISMS IC, MILO
GRAY H
MAKES YOU LOOK












CALL CIS BEFORE YOU ARE
EXIARRASSED







BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE




ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDERM
NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender goes on sale













Free Delivery Open 7 Days














































































































226 W. Brooks Rd.
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Maqnz,n,,s
From All Towns
115 Monroe Ave.
526-9920  J
